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(ABSTRACT)
This research effort is concerned with a class of mathematical
programming problems referred to as Mixed-Integer Bilinear Programming
Problems.

This class of problems, which arises in production,

location-allocation, and distribution-application contexts, may be
considered as a discrete version of the well-known Bilinear Programming
Problem in that one set of decision variables is restricted to be
binary valued.

The structure of this problem is studied, and special

cases wherein it is readily solvable are identified.

For the more

general case, a new linearization technique is introduced and
demonstrated to lead to a tighter linear programming relaxation than
obtained through available linearization methods.

Based on this

linearization, a composite Lagrangian relaxation-implicit
enumeration-cutting plane algorithm is developed.

Extensive

computational experience is provided to test the efficiency of various
algorithmic strategies and the effects of problem data on the
computational effort of the proposed algorithm.
The solution strategy developed for the Mixed-Integer Bilinear
Programming Problem may be applied, with suitable modifications,. to

other classes of mathematical programming problems:
the Zero-One Quadratic Programming Problem.

in particular, to

In what may be considered

as an extension to the work performed on the Mixed-Integer .Bilinear
Programming Problem, a solution strategy based on an equivalent linear
reformulation is developed for the Zero-One Quadratic Programming
Problem.

The strategy is essentially an implicit enumeration algorithm

which employs Lagrangian relaxation, Benders' cutting planes, and local
explorations.

Computational experience for this problem class is

provided to justify the worth of the proposed linear reformulation and
algorithm.
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CH.APTER I
INTRODUCTION
In this research effort, we study a class of mathematical
programming problems referred to as {Zero-One) Mixed-Integer Bilinear
Programming Problems {MIBLP).

Mathematically, these problems may be

stated as follows
MIBLP:

minimize{ctx + dty + xtCy:

x

€

X, y

€

Y, y binary}

where X and Y are nonempty, bounded polyhedra, where c and d are m and
n-dimensional column vectors respectively, and where C is an m x n
matrix.

The decision variables are denoted by the nr-dimensional column

vector x and the n-dimensional column vector y.
Problem MIBLP is a nonconvex mixed-integer quadratic programming
problem.

'nle structure of Problem MIBLP is similar to that of the

Bilinear Programming Problem, with the difference being that in the
former, one set of decision variables is restricted to be
binary-valued.

As is the case with the Bilinear Programming Problem,

the constraint sets of Problem MIBLP are disjoint in the decision
variables x and y, with each cross-product term in the objective
function consisting of an xy variable pair.
x

€

As a result, for a fixed

X, Problem MIBLP reduces to a zero-one linear integer program in y

while for a fixed y

E

Y, y binary, it reduces to a linear program in x.

In those cases for which the vertices of Y are all binary-valued, as
for example when Y is an assignment set, Problem MIBLP is a Bilinear
Programming Problem.
Our study of the Mixed-Integer Bilinear Programming Problem is
primarily concerned with the development of efficient solution
1

2
procedures.

In Chapter II, we first present special cases wherein

Problem MIBLP may be readily solved and then present a general solution
procedure for this class of problems.

lbe general solution procedure

we propose includes an equivalent zero-one mixed-integer linear
reformulation of Problem MIBLP.

lbis linearization yields a continuous

relaxation which is shown to theoretically dominate the continuous
relaxations of alternate linearizations available in the literature for
Problem MIBLP.

Based on this linearization, we devise a composite

implicit enumeration-Lagrangian relaxation-cutting plane algorithm.
Computational experience for this algorithm is provided for various
sets of test problems.
lbe solution strategy developed for the Mixed-Integer Bilinear
Programming Problem may be applied in contexts other than that of
Problem MIBLP.

Subject to suitable modifications, the strategy

proposed may be used for problems having joint constraints between the
x and y variables.

In addition, the technique used to linearize

Problem MIBLP may be applied to other classes of mathematical
programming problems:
Programming Problem.

in particular, to the Zero-One Quadratic
In what may be considered as an extension to the

work performed on Problem·MIBLP, we study, and develop a solution
strategy for, the Zero-One Quadratic Programming Problem.
The Zero-One Quadratic Programming Problem may be stated
mathematically as follows
QP:

t

t

minimize{c x + x Dx:

x e X, x binary}

where X is a nonempty, bounded polyhedron, where c is an m-dimensional
column vector, and where D is an m x m (upper triangular) matrix.

lbe

3

decision variables are represented by the m-dimensional column vector

x.
Problem QP has historically received somewhat more attention than
Problem MIBLP; various solution strategies and linearization techniques
applicable to the Zero-One Quadratic Programming Problem may be found
in the literature.

The difficulty encountered in solving this class of

problems is combinatorial in nature, with the potential number of
feasible, binary completions to X being 2m, where m represents the
number of decision variables x.

Thus, as m grows in size, the problem

becomes increasingly difficult to solve.

Except for the special case

of Problem QP wherein X is an assignment set, little computational
experience for this class of problems is available.
As

is the case with the Mixed-Integer Bilinear Programming

Problem, our primary concern with respect to the Zero-One Quadratic
Programming Problem is the development of efficient solution
procedures.

Toward this end, we introduce a new zero-one mixed-integer
'

linear reformulation of Problem QP which is shown, with respect to the
strength of the continuous relaxation, to theoretically dominate
existing linearizations for this problem class.

Thereafter, we

demonstrate how the strength of this linearization may be exploited in
the

developm~nt

of a solution procedure for Problem QP.

The solution

strategy proposed is an implicit enumeration scheme which employs
Lagrangian relaxation, cutting planes, and local explorations.
Computational experience is provided to justify the worth of the
proposed linearization and algorithm.
We note here that Chapters II and III are presented essentially

4

independent of each other, with the former devoted to the Mixed-Integer
Bilinear Programming Problem and the latter to the Zero-One Quadratic
Programming Problem.

In this way, the reader may opt to read either

chapter alone, without loss of information.

CHAPTER II
MIXED-INTEGER BILINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS
2.1.

Introduction
In this chapter we study a class of mathematical programs ref erred

to as Mixed-Integer Bilinear Programming Problems (MIBLP).
Mathematically, these problems may be stated as
(1.1)

where X and Y are nonempty, bounded polyhedra given respectively as
X •

~

{x e: Rm:

Y .. Y1

n

Y2

n

n
e: R :

i=l

•bk fork• l, ••• ,K, x

n

y ,.. h for p
pj j
p

E

H

i

yj

j=l

i

~

0} and

n

n

E G0 jy. ) g 0 for t • l, ••• ,L},

with Yl = {y e: R :

Y3 ,

0

~ixi

j=l

h

J -

= l, ••• ,P},

l for j • l, ••• ,n}.

h

and

We denote the components

of c, d, and C as ci, dj, and cij respectively, i

= l, ••• ,m,

j "" 1, ••• ,n.

Problems of this type arise in various production, locationallocation, and product distribution situations.

For example, the

variables x may denote quantities shipped between various origindestination (0-D) pairs (for instance, from various plants to
customers), with x e: X denoting some transportation or more general
network flow type of constraints.

The variables y, which assume binary

values, are logical variables which may signify the decisions whether
or not to adopt some new operations on jobs produced, or to incorporate
some new technologies, or the decision to construct some intermediate
service or processing facilities on a transshipment network.
Accordingly, the objective function records the costs of such
operations and decisions, including a cross product term which may
5

6
either subsidize total costs with negative terms as in the case of
adopting new technologies or providing specialized intermediate
facilities/departments for performing more efficiently certain job
operations, or the cross product term may represent positive costs for
providing additional mandatory services or product improvements.
costs may in general be specific to each 0-D pair.

These

In a likewise

manner, the constraints y e Y may represent managerial budgetary and
product quality control types of constraints, or set covering
constraints to ensure that at least one product improvement which
imparts a certain property is adopted, or that at least one facility in
each geographically designated region is constructed, etc ••

A somewhat

more detailed example of an application for Problem MIBLP is given
below.
Consider the usual transportation scenario wherein a number of
producers of a certain commodity must collectively satisfy the annual
demands of a group of customers.

The producers' annual supply

capacities and customers' annual demands are fixed and known, and
transportation costs are incurred on a per-unit basis depending on the
specific producer-customer pair.

Suppose, however, that in order to

transport the product, a number of intermediate distribution centers
must be constructed at sites chosen from amongst a finite set of
potential locations.

The construction costs associated with each

distribution center, amortized on a per-year basis, are dependent on
the specific location, and there exists a cost (savings) per-unit
shipped through each center dependent on the producer-customer pair as
well as the intermediate distribution center. Each unit shipped is

7

transported via some predetermined route depending on the specific
producer-customer pair; each unit may pass through numerous
distribution centers while each distribution center may service various
producer-customer pairs.
nie above problem may be placed in the context of Problem MIBLP
with the binary y-variables representing the logical decisions as to
which intermediate distribution centers should be constructed and with
the continuous x-variables denoting the number of units shipped for
each producer-customer pair.

nie quadratic terms in the objective

function represent the per-unit cost of shipment associated with the
various intermediate distribution centers for each producer-customer
pair, incurred only for those distribution centers constructed.

nie

set Y may be of a set covering nature to represent geographical
preferences while the set X has a transportation structure.

The linear

terms in the objective function corresponding to the x and y variables
represent, respectively, the per-unit transportation costs for the
producer-customer pairs and the annual construction costs for the
intermediate distribution centers.
We refer the reader to [27,28] for further .application
discussions, and also mention that Problem MIBLP is a generalization of
the fixed-charge location or flow problem [25].
Observe that Problem MIBLP possesses the bilinearity property,
namely, that for a fixed y it reduces to a linear program in x, and for
a fixed x, it reduces to a zero-one linear integer program in y.
Further, in special cases wherein the vertices of Y are all binaryvalued, as in the discrete location-allocation problem of Sherali and

8

Adams [27] and in the two-stage assignment problem. given in Vaish [28],
Problem. MIBLP may be equivalently solved as a Bilinear Programming
Problem.

However, our experience leads us to believe that in such

cases it is far more efficient to exploit, rather than ignore, the
binary restrictions on the y-variables.

We note that unlike most other

Bilinear Programming Problem formulations for which algorithms have
been developed [18,26,28], our methodology can readily handle joint
constraints involving both x and y variables.

However, we ignore this

consideration for notational convenience, and observe that the
applicability and modifications of various developments contained
herein are readily recognized for this case.
Problem MIBLP may also be viewed as a special case of
mixed-integer quadratic programming problems of the type considered by
Balas [l] and Lazimy [19].

However, the methods developed in these

papers are not applicable in our context because they employ a Dorn
[9] type of duality which requires the objective function to be
convex.

As alternative solution approaches, one may either attempt to

solve MIBLP directly via Geoffrion's [12] generalized Benders'
algorithm, or one may choose to linearize MIBLP using the techniques of
Glover [14] or Peterson [22] and solve the resulting mixed-integer
linear programming problem.

As far as the generalized Benders'

approach is concerned, one can demonstrate that by using a suitable
transformation of the objective function, the cutting plane generation
can be made "L-dual adequate" in the sense defined by Geoffrion [12],
so that the cuts may be obtained explicitly in terms of only the
complicating variables y.

Indeed, one set of cutting planes we use is

9

a strengthened version of this cut.

The linearization methods are more

viable alternatives, and as has been amply verified in the literature
[5,11,13,20,21,24,31], linearizations which yield tight linear
programming relaxations can be very useful in designing efficient
solution algorithms.

We present a new linearization technique which is

demonstrated to dominate available linearization methods for this type
of problem.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.

In the

following section we present special cases of Problem MIBLP, which are
in general nonconvex even with the binary restrictions on the
y-variables relaxed, that admit to more efficient solution procedures.
Thereafter, in Section 2.3, we present a linearization technique for
Problem MIBLP and compare it with alternative linearization methods.
Next, in Section 2.4, we discuss a composite implicit enumerationLagrangian relaxation-cutting plane algorithm which exploits the
structure of the problem.

Finally, we provide extensive computational

results in Section 2.5 to test the various proposed algorithmic steps
and the effects of problem data on the overall computational effort of
the algorithm.
2.2.

Readily Solvable Special Cases
Before proceeding to discuss general solution procedures, we

present in this section cases of MIBLP which permit specialized
approaches.

Theorem 1 below embodies such special cases.

(Index

limits are suppressed where convenient henceforth, for notational
ease.)
Theorem 1.

Consider Problem MIBLP, and suppose that for some given

10

constant vectors w: (if'J.,•••,ipm) and y : (y1 , ••• ,yn) and a given scalar

e,

it turns out that for each x e X, we have

(2.1)

{3 yjy /

....

Let y solve min
max

{3

y e Y, y binary} and let

y e Y, y binary}.

yjy j:

y solve

y and

linear programming solutions to MIBLP with y fixed at

Under condition (2.1), the objective function of MIBLP reduces

Proof.

'f ci xi + [ e + f ipixi] Jyjy j.
If e +

MIBLP.
[e

.

+

f

-

y

Then, either (x,y) or (x,y) solves MIBLP.

respectively.

to

-

Furthermore, denote i and x as optimal

*
ipixi]

f

ipixi *

~

Now, suppose that (x*, y*) solves

"' solves MIBLP and i f
O, then (x* ,y)

- solves MIBLP.
O, then (x* ,y)

i

In either case, either

y or y is part of an optimal solution to MIBLP, and hence the proof is
complete.
Corollary•
y

If for some constant vectors ip

= (y1 , ••• ,yn)

y binary, ci +

and a given scalar

j

cijyj • ipi [e +

e,

= (ip1 , ••• ,wm)

it turns out that for each y e Y,

Jyjyj]

for each i • 1, ••• ,m,

then (x*,y*) solves MIBLP where x* solves either min
or max

{f

and

{I

wixi:

x e X}

x e X}, and y* solves the zero-one linear integer

wixi:

program obtained by fixing x : x* in MIBLP.
Proof.

The proof parallels that of the above theorem.

Several remarks in relation to the above theorem are in order.
First of all, note that even when condition (2.1) holds, the continuous
relaxation of MIBLP may be nonconvex and one may have to solve for both

y and y.
x = {x:

For example, if Y • {y:
0

i

xl

i

2, 0

i

x2

i

2},

y1 + y2

e = 1,

W1

= 1,

0

i Yi

= W2 = -1,

1},
Y1

= 1,

Y2

= -1,

11

= O,

and c 1 • c 2

then the objective function of MIBLP reduces to

[l - ~ - ~] (y1 - y2 ).
accordingly,

x•

y•

Consequently,

i •

(O,O) and

(2,2).

y•

(0,1) and

(1,0), and

(x,y)

It may be verified that

and (x,y) are both partial optimal solfilj.ons to MIBLP (even with
..,.-.

>·•-

_...

integrality relaxed) in the sense of Wendell and Hurter [30], and
hence, the problem is nonconvex.
solves MIBLP with y

=y fixed,

((x,y) is a partial optimum if x

and

y solves

MIBLP with x

=i

fixed.)

By comparing objective values, (x,y) turns out to be the optimal
solution.

However, if we had let X • {x:

y as

we would have obtained
problem, with

y yielding

0

.S.

x1

< 3/4,

0

.S. x 2 .S. 3/4},

(part of) the optimal solution to this

an inferior partial optimal solution.

Of course, if one knows the sign of [9 +
priori, for example, when

a~

0 and

~ ~

f

~ixi]

at optimality a

O, then only one linear zero-

one integer program over y e Y need be solved.

And, in particular,

when Y possesses a special structure such as a set covering or
assignment structure, then the use of Theorem 1 becomes all the more
attractive.
Some practical situations under which Theorem 1 applies include
cases wherein the interactive cost coefficient Cij is directly
proportional to the fixed cost dj of having yj
for each i

= l, ••• ,m,

j

= l, ••• ,n.

yj - dj' j

= l, ••• ,n,

and

= 1,

i.e., cij

e = 1. Alternatively, if the interactive
~j

if yj

=1

and zero

otherwise for all j, then this is readily modelled by letting

= 0,

and yj • dj +

~j

~idj

In this case, (2.1) holds with

cost [ cijxi is required to be a constant

~

=

e = 1,

for each j • 1, ••• ,n.

The corollary to 'lb.eorem 1 gives a symmetric set of conditions

12

alternative to (2.1) wherein at most two linear programs over X and
two zero-one linear-integer programs over Y need be solved.
2.3

A Linearization Technique for Problem MIBLP
In this section, we present a technique for converting MIBLP into

an equivalent zero-one mixed-integer linear programming problem..

It

has been amply demonstrated in recent discrete optimization literature
[5,11,13,20,21,24,31], that a "computationally successful" application
of an integer programming technique may hinge quite critically on how
tight the linear programming relaxation of the problem is, or how well
one can approximate or represent the convex hull of feasible points in
the vicinity of the optimum.

In obtaining a tight relaxation, a

liberal addition of variables and constraints does not retract from
computational efficiency, so long as suitable means for handling the
problem of increased size are proposed.

Bearing this in mind, we

propose below a linearization technique for MIBLP, demonstrate its
dominance over alternative methods with respect to the linear
programming relaxation, and proceed to discuss an algorithm which
exploits the proposed tight relaxation.
Toward this end, let us add to MIBLP the following sets of
constraints:

(i) form nK constraints by D11ltiplying the K equalities

defining X by each yj, j • l, ••• ,n, (ii) form m(L + P + n) constraints
by multiplying the constraints in Y1 , Y2 , and they .5, 1 constraints in
Y3 by each xi' i • l, ••• ,m, and (iii) form mL constraints by

+

multiplying the constraints in Y1 by each (xi - xi), i • l, ••• ,m,
where

13

+ max {xi:
xi•

x

€

X}, i • l, ••• ,m.

(3. l}

+ may be selected as a known upper bound on (3.1}.)
(We note that xi

Of

course, if x; • 0 for some i, then xi may be eliminated from the
problem.

Then, substituting w1 j for x1 yj in the resulting program for

each i • l, ••• ,m, j • l, ••• ,n, and adding w.?... O, we obtain the
following linearized mixed-integer program MIP.

MIP: minimize
subject to

z •

f

cixi +

j

djyj +

IJ cij wij

r
- bkyj
i ~i wij

j

+

+

Gtjxiyj - 8 txi

f Hpjwij -

Y(j,k) (3. 2)

>j

Gtjwij - gtxi .?... O

Y(i,p) (3. 4}

h px i

Y(i,j} (3. 5)

0 ~ wij ~xi
x

€

X, y

€

Y2

Y(i, t) (3. 3)

n Y3 , y binary

Three remarks are in order here.

(3. 6)

First, the general linearization

technique proposed is to compute additional constraints by multiplying
the constraints of X by each (yj - yJ) and (yj+ - yj}, j •1, ••• ,n, and

+ - xi), i • 1, ••• ,m,
the constraints of Y by each (xi - x~) and (xi
- yj+ and xi,
- xi+ respectively denote {bounds on) minimum and
where yj,
maximum values that can be taken on by the variables.

Above, we

have assumed that x~ • O, yj • O, and y; • 1; otherwise, the
representation MIP may be further strengthened.

Second, since the

constraints in X are represented as equalities, they need only be
multiplied by yj since multiplying them by (1 - yj) will reproduce the
same set.

In a likewise manner, only the inequality constraint set Y1

14

.

+

need be multiplied by both xi as well as (xi - xi), whence as evident
from (3.3), y
(3.6).

Y1 is implied and hence does not appear explicitly in

€

Third, if Y is such that Y3 (or some subset thereof) is implied

by Y1 and Y2 , then Y3 (or the corresponding subset) as well as the
associated contraints in (3.5) need not be included in MIP, since they
are implied even in the continuous sense by the other constraints.
Now, let us denote MIPR as Problem MIP with constraints (3.3) and
(3.4) omitted, but y

E

y added

in (3.6) in place of y

€

Y2

n Y3·

It

turns out that MIPR is itself equivalent to MIBLP and dominates
available linearizations in the continuous sense; MIP is hence also an
equivalent, but further tightened, representation of MIBLP.

The

following result addresses the equivalence issue.
Theorem 2.

Problems MIBLP and MIPR (and hence MIP) are equivalent in

the following sense.

Given any (x,y) feasible to MIBLP, there exists

an (x,y,w) feasible to MIPR with the same objective value.

Conversely,

given any (x,y,w) feasible to MIPR, there exists an (x,y) feasible to
MIBLP with the same objective value.
Proof.

Given any (x,y) feasible to MIBLP, an equivalent (x,y,w) for

MIPR may be obtained by simply letting wij • xiyj V(i,j).
let (x,y,w) be feasible to MIPR.
necessarily, wij = xiyj V(i,j).
asserts that

f

8iti wij

=0

Conversely,

It is sufficient to show that,
For any j, if yj

Yk with w ~ O.

= O,

then (3.2)

Since X is bounded, and this

represents a homogeneous solution to the system defining X, it follows
that wij
X

~

0 • xiyj Vi.

EX imply that

r

Similarly, if yj

=1

for any j, then (3.2) and

8Jti(Xi - Wij) • 0 Yk and noting from (3.5) that

15
(xi - wij)

~

0 Yi, it again follows that wij •xi • xiyj Yi.

This

completes the proof.
Various linearization schemes have been proposed for zero-one
quadratic programming problems and for zero-one polynomial programming
problems (for example, see Glover [14], Glover and Woolsey [15,16],
Peterson [22], Watters [29], and Zangwill [32]).

In particular,

linearizations due to Peterson [22] and due to Glover [14] may be
applied to MIBLP with straightforward modifications, and result in
equivalent programs MIPl and MIP2 respectively, which are stated below
(under the assumption that xi • 0 Yi)
MIPl:

minimize

f cixi + J djyj + fj cij

subject to

xi - xi (1 - y j)

+

i

wij

< xi

x e:

x,

y e: Y, y binary

0

MIP2:

minimize

< wij i

f cixi + Jdjyj + j

wij

+

xiyj

V(i,j)

(3. 7)

V(i,j)

(3 .8)
(3.9)

Bj

subject to

(3.10)

Yj
x e: X,

y e: Y, y binary

(3.11)
(3 .12)

where

- = min

C.

J

r c ij x i"•

{~

+
x e: X} and cj • max

x e: X}

Vj. (3.13)

(Note that lower and upper bounds may be used in lieu of cj and c;
respectively in (3.13).)
Now, for the mixed-integer formulations MIP, MIPR, MIPl, and MIP2,
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let MIP, MIPR, MIPl, and MIP2 respectively denote the continuous
relaxations obtained by deleting the binary restrictions on the
y-variables.

It is our intent to demonstrate that MIPl and MIP2 are

weaker relaxations than even MIPR, and hence than MIP, by showing that

.

their constraint sets are essentially appropriate surrogates of the
constraints of MIPR.

As a result of doing so, we will also derive

certain algorithmic expedients to be used later in the sequel.

In

particular, consider the following results.
Theorem 3.

The constraint set of MIPR implies constraints (3.7).

Hence, MIPR is a tighter relaxation of MIBLP than is MIPl.
Proof.

Noting the definition of x; in (3.1), it follows from

linear programming duality that for any scalar a

I aki zi •

+ Yi.
bka Vk}, then z 1 .$._ axi

~

0, if z

Hence for each

j~

E

{z

> 0:

noting (3.2)

and that w ~ O, we can use zi : wij and a : yj to assert that

+ Yi.
wij ..$., xiyj
get

f ~i(xi

(xi - wij)

Similarly, for each j, since from (3.2) and (3.6) we

- w1 j) = bk(l - yj) Vk, and from (3.5) we have

~

0 Yi, we can use zi •(xi - wij) Yi and a: (1 - yj) to

assert that (xi - wij) .$._ (1 - yj) x; Yi which establishes the left-hand
inequalities in (3. 7) and completes .the proof.
Theorem 4.

MIPR is a tighter relaxation of MIBLP than is MIP2 in the

sense that for any (x,y,w) feasible to MIPR, there exists a vector
B : (B1 , ••• ,Bn) such that (x,y,B) is feasible to MIP2 with the same
objective value.
Proof.

Noting the definitions of c~ and c~ in (3.13), observe as

in Theorem 3 that for any scalar a

J

> O,

J

if z

E

{z

~

0:
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f aki

zi • bka Vk}, then

a.cj ~ f clj

zi ~ ac; Vj.

be feasible to MIPR so that x e X and y e Y.
Vj.

Now, let (x,y,w)

Define

=

B~

f cij wij

It is sufficient to show that (3.10) and (3.11) are satisfied by

the solution (x,y,B) thus defined.

Using zi : wij Vi and a : yj in the

foregoing assertion for each j, we obtain that (3.11) is satisfied.
Again, observing that

f ~i(xi

(3.6), and that (xi - wij)

~

- wij) • bk(l - yj) \fk from (3.2) and

0 Yi from (3.5), we can use

zi =(xi - wij) Vi and a = (1 - yj) above for each j to assert that
(3.10) is satisfied, and this completes the proof.
It is instructive to note that the constraints (3.7) in MIPl
and the constraints (3.10) and (3.11) in MIP2 with Bj

=f

cij wij Vj

which were shown in the above theorems to be implied by the constraints
of MIPR are actually derived through an appropriate surrogation of the
constraints of MIPR.

For example, as alluded to in the proof of

Theorem 3, the inequalities wij

~

+ Vi for some chosen j are
xiyj

obtained by "solving" for each i, maximize {wij:
w

~

Ea

r

wrj • bkyj Vk,

O}, which is identical to (3.1), and using the optimal dual

variables to surrogate these constraints.
r

~ ~r

w

rj

• x+y
i

j

Yi for each w

for all r and ai - 1.

>0

Upon doing so, one obtains

feasible to (3.2), where a-

This in turn implies wij

~

+ Yi.
xiyj

>0

r -

Hence,

in the context of generating Benders' cuts [7] for instance, cuts
available through MIPl and MIP2 are available from MIPR (in possibly
strengthened forms) by restricting certain dual nrultipliers in the
latter problem in some particular manner.
not generally true.

Of course, the converse is

The tighter relaxation provided by MIP therefore,

as variously observed by Bazaraa and Sherali [5], Geoffrion and McBryde
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[13], and in more detail by Magnanti and Wong [20], provides the
opportunity for deriving deeper strongest surrogate [24] and usual
Benders' cuts.
We conclude this section by giving an example to demonstrate the
linearization dominance.
Y • {(y1 ,y2 ):

Let X • {(x1 ,x 2 ,x 3 )

Yt + y2 • 1, 0

(c 11 ,c 12 ,c 21 ,c 22 ,c 31 ,c 32 )

~

~

y

<· l},

~

0:

x1 +

~

+

~

• 1},

c • (O,l,O), d • (O,O), and

(2,2,0,0,4,4).

Note that the conditions of

Theorem 1 are satisfied here, and that an optimal solution to MIBLP is
y* • (1,0) and x* • (O,l,O), with objective value l.
verified that an optimal solution to

MIPR

It may be readily

is x • (1/2,1/2,0),

y • (1/2,1/2), w21 • w22 • 1/2, and wij • 0 otherwise with objective

value 1/2.

The optimal solution to MIPl is x • (1/2,0,1/2),

y • (1/2,1/2), and wij • 0 V(i,j) with objective value O, and the
optimal solution to MIP2 is x • (l,O,O), y • (1/2,l/2), and B • (O,O),
also with objective value O.

Further, if 'MIPi' is tightened to MIP,

then (x*,y*) is an optimal solution to this linear program (with
objective value l).
2.4

Proposed Algorithm
We now proceed to describe the algorithm designed to solve Problem

MIP, and hence, Problem MIBLP.

At the outset, we note that some of the

algorithmic strategies presented below evolved from a set of
alternative strategies through computational testings, and others
through theoretical considerations.

The recommendations given in the

sequel apply quite generally to situations in which an equivalent,
(large) mixed-integer linear program with a hopefully tight linear
programming relaxation results from some original discrete or nonconvex
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optimization problem.

Below, we first state the general schema of

the algorithm, and then provide details for two important steps of the
procedure in later subsections.
To begin with, logical zero and one cancellation tests [25] are
performed on the set Y in order to possibly fix certain y-variables at
zero or one based on feasibility considerations.

Next, in order to

tighten the linear programming relaxation, the programs

inequalities

j

y e:: Y} and vu
yj

~

<v1> and

Jyj ..$_[vu]

y e:: Y} are solved, and the
are incorporated in Y (or Y1 ),

where <v 1> and [vu] are, respectively, rounded-up and down values of
v1 and "u·
Next, a strongest surrogate Benders' constraint is generated.

As

in Rardin and Unger [24], this constraint may be generated by solving
the linear program MiP and then using the resulting optimal dual
multipliers in the usual manner to obtain a Benders' cut in terms of
the "complicating" y-variables.

Of course, any dual feasible solution

which is near-optimal would serve just as well to derive such a cut.
This is fortunate because MIP is a large-scale linear program for
reasonably-sized MIBLP problems, and obtaining optimal solutions via
the simplex method can be time consuming.

We designed a subgradient

optimization scheme for a Lagrangian dual of the problem along with a
dual ascent technique in order to obtain, with a reasonable amount of
effort, an appropriate set of dual multipliers for such a cut.

The

details of this technique are given in Subsection 2.4.1 below.

Let us

denote this cut as
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. (4.l)
Once (4.l) is generated, the following linear programming problem is
solved
v(m) •min {oO

+

E y Oy :

j

j

j

(4.2)

y e Y}.

The linear program (4.2) yields three useful entities.

First, since

(4.l) is generated from a (near-optimal) dual feasible solution, v(MIP)
provides a (tight) lower bound on the objective value of MIP and
hence, a lower bound for Problem MIBLP.

Second, one may attempt to

round or truncate (see Balas and Martin [3]) the optimal solution to
(4.2) in order to possibly obtain a binary solution
whence an upper bound

(x,y)

with objective value

MIBLP upon solving MIBLP with y

=y fixed.

y feasible

v may

to Y,

be found for

Of course, if v and v(MIP)

are fortuitously close enough, one may terminate the algorithm.
Third, one may use the optimal dual multipliers from (4.2) to obtain
a surrogate constraint
(4.3)
of Y (which may be an equality depending on the nonzero dual
multipliers).

The utility of this constraint lies in the fact that one

may obtain quick, though weaker, lower bounds by solving
bounded-variable knapsack problems over it rather than general linear
programs over Y in an implicit enumeration framework.

Whenever such a

knapsack problem is solved for a given partial solution in an implicit
enumeration procedure, it is further advantageous to obtain a surrogate
of the type (4.3) by using the dual multipliers from (4.2) on only
those constraints in Y which are not rendered redundant by the fixed
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y-variables.

Henceforth, we will assume that the dual multipliers for

(4.2) have been stored, and the foregoing strategy has been used to
obtain the appropriate constraint (4.3).
As alluded to above, the algorithm. designed is basically an

implicit enumeration strategy.

The bookkeeping strategy used is a

combination of the depth-first [2,10,25] and breadth-first methods.

A

certain maximum number of active tree end nodes allowed is designated,
and the enumeration scheme works as a breadth-first strategy so long as
this maximum number is not attained, and then reverts to a depth-first
approach.

At each node selection stage, an active end node with the

least lower bound is selected.

If the maximum permissible number of

active end nodes exists, this node is further explored.

Otherwise, a

new node is created and explored by dichotomously branching on the
earliest possible node in the path from node zero to this node.
To serve in the node exploration and branching variable selection
techniques, the algorithm. uses four ingredients.

Firstly, it uses the

strongest surrogate constraint (4.1) to compute bounds, in view of
which the procedure may be thought of as a Lagrangian relaxation
approach in which the dual multipliers are not revised when certain
variables are fixed.

Secondly, the algorithm. generates suitable

Benders' cuts whenever zero-one feasible y-variable completions are
found which cannot be fathomed using the currently available
information.

As noted very convincingly by Magnanti and Wong [20], it

is often advantageous to explore among the alternate optimal dual
solutions for a fixed yin MIP in order to generate strong Benders'
cuts.

The precise strategy used here is given below in Subsection
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2.4.2.

Let us denote these cuts as
z Loe+

j

y~ yj

for

(4.4)

e • l, ••• ,E, say.

Thirdly, the algorithm generates certain cuts, called disjunctive cuts,

y whose

based on detected feasible completions
is no greater than

v

+ O.l(v - v(MIP)).

objective value

Such completions are likely to

be in the vicinity of the optimum, and the disjunctive cut not only
strengthens the linear programming approximation in this region, but
the process of generating it provides a further opportunity to improve
the incumbent solution.
the following manner.

Specifically, this cut is generated from
Each component of

y is

y in

complemented in turn to

verify that the resulting adjacent extreme point of the unit hypercube
is either infeasible to the present constraint system or does not
improve upon the current incumbent.

(Otherwise, a new incumbent is

located and the process may be repeated at this point.)

When this is

verified, one can invoke the disjunction that any feasible, improving y
solution must have at least two components of value different from that
in

y,

and hence the following disjunctive cut may be generated

(1 - yj) +

~

Yj

L 2.

(4.5)

j:yj=O
We do caution the reader to judiciously decide on whether or not to use
(4.5).

For example, when Xis well structured (for instance network

constraints), generating (4.5) may pay off well as it did in our
experience reported in Section 2.5.

If, for example, Y is the

assignment set, then (4.5) is worthless, although a conceptually
equivalent disjunctive cut based on pairwise exchanges as described in
Bazaraa and Sherali [6] may be used instead.

Finally, as a fourth
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ingredient, the algorithm performs logical tests on Y, (4.1), (4.4),
and (4.5) and solves suitable linear programs to compute bounds.
More specifically, consider a node being explored at which J+, J-,
and Jf respectively denote the index sets of y-variables which are
fixed at one, fixed at zero, and currently free.

(If IJf I .5_ 2 at any

stage of the procedure, we simply enumerate and test the possible
completions.)

First, logical tests are performed in an attempt to

further fix variables and possibly fathom the partial solution.

Next,

the zero-completion [25] is tested for feasibility to the current
constraint-cut system.

In case it is feasible, its bilinear objective

is evaluated and, as shown in Subsection 2.4.2, this readily yields a
Benders' cut (4.4).

If the above-mentioned criterion is satisfied, a

disjunctive cut (4.5) is generated.

Of course, either of these steps

may yield a new incumbent which is updated.

Next, using the newly-

generated Benders' cut, index E, say, a trivial lower bound is computed
by adding to
j

e Jf.

!'

all the y~ for j e J+ and all the negative y~ for
J

J

If this does not fathom the current partial solution, an

incrementing variable for branching on the value one is selected as
being that free variable with the most negative coefficient y~.

(Note

that not all ·y~ could be nonnegative, or else the lower bound would
equal the objective value of the zero completion and would therefore
be no less than

v.)

On the other hand, if the zero completion is not feasible to the
current constraint-cut system, then a lower bound LB(e) is computed
using each Benders' cute• 0,1, ••• ,E (i.e., including the strongest
surrogate cut) in the same manner as the cut E used above.

(Note that
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LB(e), e • 0,1, ••• ,E, are already available from the logical tests.)
Next, an index g is chosen such that LB(g)
Since LB(g)

< v (otherwise

~

LB(e), e

=

0,1, ••• ,E.

the logical tests would have fathomed the

partial solution), we strengthen the lower bound somewhat by computing
LBl (g) • ~ +

l:

+~ + min {
J

je:J

free variables, 0

i

yj

i

E tj yj :
je:Jf

1 for j e Jf}.

the adjusted (4.3) over the
If this bounded-variable

knapsack problem does not fathom the partial solution and its solution
is infeasible to the current constraint-cut system, then a decision is
made as to whether a further strengthened lower bound should be
If adding 0.1 of the difference between the sum of the

computed.

positive ~' j

€

Jf' and the knapsack objective value to LBl(g) exceeds

v, then the strengthened bound LB2(g) is calculated by replacing the
knapsack problem for LBl(g) by the linear program over Y and (4.5),
with yj fixed appropriately for j

€ J

+ U J- •

(Note that LB2(g) would

equal LBl(g) if the solution to the knapsack for LBl(g) is feasible to
Y and (4.5).)

If no fathoming results, then an incrementing variable

for branching on the value one is selected based on the optimal
solution to LB2(g) if it is solved, or LBl(g) otherwise.
solution

y,

that index j

€

Jf for which

yj

Calling this

is a maximum, with ties
g

broken by selecting the index with the smallest value of yj' is chosen
as the branching variable index.

We note additionally that we found it

useful to round or truncate optimal solutions to LBl(g) and LB2(g) in
an attempt to improve the incumbent.
We now provide some further details for generating (4.1) and (4.4)
in the following two subsections, noting that several features of these
details are instructive and of interest in more general contexts.
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2.4.1

Strongest Surrogate Constraint Generation

As discussed in Section 2.3, the mixed-integer linear programming
problem MIP yields a continuous relaxation, Problem MIP, whose feasible
region is a closer approximation to the feasible region of Problem
MIBLP than available through alternate linear formulations.

One way to

exploit the strength of Problem MIP is through the use of a strongest
surrogate constraint [24].

This constraint is an ordinary Benders' cut

generated from an optimal set of dual variables to the linear
programming problem MIP.

Of course, the worth of this cut can only be

established via computational testing, and evidence in this vein is
provided in Section 2.5.

In order to make an algorithm which computes

such a constraint competitive with one that opts to ignore such a cut,
it becomes imperative to generate this cut in as efficient a manner as
possible.

Fortunately, an optimal solution is not necessary to obtain

a valid cut; a dual feasible solution is sufficient, although
near-optimality is desirable.
Bearing this in mind, the technique we adopted was to use a
subgradient optimization scheme on a Lagrangian dual to the problem MIP
in order to obtain a hopefully near-optimal dual feasible solution.
Thereafter, we improved this solution through a suitable dual ascent
procedure.

It is important to note that both the choice of the

Lagrangian dual as well as the design of the subgradient optimization
scheme are of considerable significance.

In formulating the Lagrangian

dual, it must be borne in mind that while maintaining an easy to solve
subproblem is useful, if too many constraints are dualized, then the
convergence to optimality becomes difficult as a result of the reduced
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control over the multipliers and the dual objective.
compromise is needed.

Hence, a

We found that several features of the Held,

Wolfe, and Crowder [17] subgradient scheme needed to be modified in
order to obtain good performance.
subsequently.

These issues are addressed

We note here that some of the following recommendations

have arisen through computational fine-tuning.

Furthermore, we remark

that our testings revealed that HIP is a significantly tighter
relaxation of Problem MIBLP than MIPi" or MIP2.
Let us first discuss the Lagrangian dual formulation utilized.
In order to keep sufficient control over the subproblems, we found it
useful to add the following implied constraints to MIP:
(y,w) e: L • {(y,w):
Observe that the upper bounds on ware what appear in (3.7) and that
the equality constraints are obtained by surrogating (3.2) using the
respective optimal dual multipliers to the problems
minimize

{f

cijxi:

t ~ixi

•bk Vk, x

~

O} for j

= l, ••• ,n.

'nlen,

denoting µ = (µjk)' a= <au)' a"" <au.>' v - (vip), and ;>,. = (;>,.ij) to
be the dual variables associated with constraints (3.2), the two
constraint sets in (3.3), (3.4), and the upper-bounding constraints in
(3.5) respectively, the Lagrangian dual is
maximize {f(µ,a,a,v,;>,.):

a,f3,;>,. .2'.. O, µ,v unrestricted in sign}

(4.7)

where

subject to

x e: X, y e: Y, (y,w) e: L

(4.8)

and where the quantities T, Ci' dj, and cij in the objective function
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of (4.8) have been obtained by appropriately grouping terms after
dualizing (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), and the right-hand inequalities in
(3.5), and where Lis as defined in (4.6).

We note here that depending

on the structure of X and Y, one may choose to dualize these
constraints also, excepting perhaps some implied surrogates and
variable bounds.
y e Y2

(Note also that y e Y may be equivalently replaced by

Y3 , since y e Y1 is implied by (3.3).)

The following result

indicates that (4.8) is readily solvable through n bounded-variable
linear knapsack problems and two linear programs, one each over X and Y
(or knapsack problems over some surrogate(s) of these sets).
Theorem 5.

f(~,a,B,v,A)

where ~j • min
Proof.

{f cij

• T +min

wij:

f -cij

{f
wij

cixi: xeX}+min

= cj'

0

< wij

{J

(dj+~j)yj:

yeY}

+

~xi Vi} for each j.

Problem (4.8) is clearly separable in x and (y,w).

Further,

for any fixed y, the problem over w separates for each j into
Since y j
appears on the right-hand side of each constraint, by linear
programming duality, the objective value of this problem is precisely
~jyj,

where

~j

is defined by the theorem.

yj' the problem over (y,w) reduces to min

Since this is true for any

{J

(dj +

~j)yj:

y e Y},

and the proof is complet·e.
Next, let us describe the subgradient optimization scheme used.
Basically, the algorithm of Poljak [23] was used as modified by Held,
Wolfe, and Crowder [17] and by Bazaraa and Sherali [4] along with some
further changes.

Let us assume some upper bound Fon the value of f(•)

is available, say by iteratively solving linear programs over X and Y
in MIBLP (with they-binary restrictions relaxed) as in [30], or by
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letting F • v, the current incumbent, if available.
( µ,

We initialize

a ' v , A') =
- 0-vec t o r =
- ( µ0 , a0 , ""'aO , v 0 , A, 0) =
_ DO , say.
a, ""'

t_
ttttt
t, given some D =(µ,a ,B ,v ,A), a subgradient
computed.

~

At each iteration
t

t
off(•) at D is

This is readily available in terms of the expressions in

constraints (3.2) through (3.5) at the optimal solution to (4.8).

I I ~ti I

is sufficiently small, one may terminate.

prescribed step length pt along ~t/I l~tl
nt.

I

If

Otherwise, a

is taken from nt to obtain

Then, the new dual vector Dt+l is obtained by projecting Dt onto

the feasible region of (4.7) by simply replacing negative values of a,
S, and A by zeroes.

The first step length computed (with t • 0) is
(4. 9)

Note that this is as prescribed in [17] except for the factor of 3.
Thereafter, as in [4], this step length is maintained until one
obtains 5 consecutive failures (no updating of the incumbent), whence
it is halved, and the solution is reset to the current incumbent.
However, if in addition, 75 iterations since the last use of (4.9) have
passed, the procedure resets to the incumbent and reuses (4.9) at this
iteration to compute a step length, which is again maintained and
halved every time five consecutive failures are obtained.

Of course,

if the procedure goes through the next 75 iterations without an
improvement, then it will cycle and may therefore be terminated.
Furthermore, we found it advantageous to perform a simple pattern
search step each time an improved incumbent is obtained.

Namely, if Dt

is a new improved incumbent, then the next solution attempted is the
projection onto the feasible region of 2Dt - Dt-l, as opposed to using
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Dt.

(This seemed to perform better than some other line search rules

we attempted.)

Of course, as in most computational implementations of

subgradient optimization, Poljak's [23] theoretical convergence rule
was ignored.

For this reason, a maximum limit of 500 iterations was

used to stop the procedure in case the two foregoing stopping criteria
did not as yet terminate the search.
Finally, we comment on the method used to further strengthen the
dual solution obtained.

Thus far, let us say that the subgradient

optimization algorithm. has yielded the solution
letting

x,

~

(u,a,6,v,~).

Further,

denote the dual variables associated with the constraints in

the value~ of ~corresponding to cµ,a,6,v,~) is available through

the solution of (4.8) with (µ,a,S,v,A) : (µ,~,8,v,~).

Assuming that

the objective coefficients in (4.8) pertain to this solution, by dual
feasibility, we have

(4.10)

·--- ·-

Now, let us possibly strengthen (u,~,s,v,~,;) to some alternative
dual solution (µ ,a,e,v,A
Theorem 6.

,~),

say.

For some chosen index j • s, let
V(i, j), j -:t: s

*
Aij
+
and for each j, let µjk'
* k
for

Ci -

i

= l, ••• ,K,

(4.11)

~i ~k Vi,

j - s

be the optimal dual multipliers
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minimize
subject to

r

C\i wij • bk

(4.12)

Vk

.
*,a,S,v,A
- - - *,n)
- is (part of) an improved dual feasible solution to
Then(µ

------

MIP as compared with ( µ, ex, S, v, A, n) •
Proof.

Consider the dual to MIPwith the dual variables (a,B,v,n)

fixed at the (common) value

(a,a,v,;).

Denoting the objective

coefficient of each wij in (4.12) as (c~j + A~j), we may dualize (3.3),
(3 .4), and x

i:::

X in MIP using the multipliers ~,

S,

v,

and

lT

respectively to obtain the following problem whose dual is equivalent
to the dual to MIP with (a,B,v,n)

= (~,B,v,;)

fixed.

minimize
subject to

f C\i wij

• 1\_Yj

(xi - wij)
x

~

o,

w

~

~

0

o, y

(4.13)

V(j,k)

(4.14)

V(i,j)
€

y

Now, note that A* ~ 0 from (4.10) and, moreover, fixing the dual
variables with respect to (4.14) at A* yields dual feasibility with
respect to the xi columns since from (4.11),
Renee, both -A and A* are
nonnegative, yield dual feasibility with respect to the xi columns,
and do not affect either the dual objective value (directly) or dual
feasibility with respect to the yj columns.

However, A*~~, and dual

feasibility with respect to the wij columns dictates that
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' V(i,j).
'8ici ujk - Aij ~ cij

Hence, after setting

- - - - it is preferable to fix A : A* than to fix
(a, a,v, '11') _ (a,8,v,'11'),
A : A, since it yields a larger dual-feasible region.
Therefore, dualizing (4.14) with A*, it follows that u;k defined

by the theorem is an optimal set of multipliers with respect to (4.13)
(which further strengthens the dual solution), since for each j, the
separable problem over wij' i • 1, ••• ,m, can be solved as in (4.12),
i.e., essentially independent of y .•
J

This completes the proof.

Observe again that this strengthening involves solving linear
programs having the structure of X, and the strategy embodied by
Theorem 6 may be adopted depending on the relative ease with which this
may be accomplished.

Furthermore, that index j • s is used in (4.11)

for which, as motivated by the proof of the above result,

f I GR.j

dj 2.4.2

+-

xi ail. is a minimum.

Generation of Benders' Cuts from Binary y-Solutions

As demonstrated by Magnanti and Wong [20], the relative strength
of a Benders' cut depends strongly on the specific alternate optimal
dual solution used to obtain the cut.

Of course, a compromise must be

struck between the strength of a Benders' cut and the effort expended
in searching for alternate optimal dual solutions.

Below, we

demonstrate how a strong cut for MIP may be obtained with relative
ease.
The strategy used here, which is again generally applicable, is to
add implied surrogate constraints to MIP which play a role in yielding
alternate optimal dual solutions.

The constraints which are shown in

the sequel to aid in this capacity are as follows.
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+

-wij ~ -xiy j

i cijwij -

cjyj

V(i,j)

(4.15)

Vj

(4.16)
(4.17)

Recall that constraints (4.15) and (4.16) are as used in (4.6) for the
strongest surrogate constraint generation.

Constraints (4.17) are

generated in a manner similar to (4.16) by surrogating for each j, the
constraints

f 8tc.i(xi -

wij) • ~(l ~ yj) Yk, which are implied by (3.2)

and x e X of (3.6), with the optimal dual 1111ltipliers to the problem of
maximizing

{f cij

xi:

f 8tc.i xi

• ~ Yk, x

> 0}.

Observe by duality

that
(4.18)
The following result prescribes an optimal set of dual variables for
generating a Benders' cut from a given binary y :
Theorem 7.

y

solution.

Consider the linear programming problem in variables (x,w)

obtained by fixing y equal to some binary vector y e Y in MIP, and
suppose that the (implied) constraints (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17) have
been added to the problem.

Call this problem MIP{y).

Then (i,w)

solves MIP(y), where i solves
(4.19)
and where wij • xiyj Y(i,j).
a,

s,

Furthermore, as defined earlier, let µ,

v, A, and w be the respective dual variables associated with

(3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), and the K constraints defining X, and let
<.i\j), (ej)' and c,j) be the dual variables associated with (4.15),
(4.16), and (4.17) respectively.

Then
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(µ,a,S,v,A,w,6,8,~)

- -- - - ----

=

(µ,a,S,v,A,w,6,8,~)

set of dual DD.lltipliers for MIP(y).
j = s
µ

€

= O,

{l, ••• ,n} such that

-a = O, -B •

-

O, v • O,

defined below is an optimal

Choose some index

yj • O. (If y.J = 1 Vj, puts= O.) Set
-w : an optimal set of dual DD.lltipliers
= -yj

associated with the constraints x e X in (4.19), ~j

*s

V(i,j), j
-

-

~

Vj, and let

-

8ki wk

Vi, j

= s,

given s

*O

(4.20)

-

where for each j, aj and 6ij Vi are optimal dual multipliers to the
constraints of the program

= cj-

f cij

wij

-wij

> -xi

subject to

wij

+

>0

Vi

ce.)
J

(4.21)

(~ij Vi)

Vi

with
{
•

1is
0

Vi

=

Proof.

(1 -

yj) and

-6ij

= s,

given s

*0

(4.22)

otherwise.

Furthermore, for each Pj with j

-8j

if j

=0

* s,

Vi are optimal dual multipliers.

(4.23)

By virtue of the equivalence proven in Theorem 2, it follows

that the designated (i,;) is optimal to MIP(y) since x in (4.19)
solves MIBLP with y : y fixed.
to (4.19), we have

In particular, from dual feasibility
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(4.24)

µ,

Now, fixing

a,

v,

B,

1, ;, and $ as in the theorem, the reduced dual

to MIP(y) is identical to the dual of the following program obtained by
dualizing (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), the constraints in X, and (4.17)
respectively, using these multipliers.
that

1

(Note from (4.18) and (4.24)

~ O.)

LP:

3dj yj - 3c; yj(l - yj)]
+ i [ci - ~ ~i ;k + 3cij yj - 311j]xi

[~~bk+

minimize

+

fj

[cij(l - yj) + qij]wij

-

Here, we have used (4.20), (4.22), and the fact that ys • O, if
s

*0

exists, to rewrite the objective coefficients of the variables

xi Yi and w1 j Y(i,j).
Let us first check that the prescribed solution is dual feasible
to MIP(y) or equivalently, to LP above.
x 1-variables.

3 ).ij

If s

* O,

• Ci - ~ aki ;k +

xi in LP is zero Yi.

Consider the columns of the

then noting that

3 Cij

y8 = O,

(4.20) asserts that

Yj' or that the objective coefficient of

If s • O, then

j

1ij • 3<cij - cij)yj, and using

(4.24), it follows that the objective coefficents of xi in LP are
nonnegative Yi.

Furthermore, observe that

e and

~ are chosen as
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optimal dual variables with respect to (4.21) whose dual region is
identical to the dual region of the separable problems over
{wij' i • l, ••• ,m} Vj in LP.
feasible.

Hence, the prescribed solution is dual

Moreover, note that the objective value in LP of the

separable problems over {wij' i • l, ••• ,m} for each j is precisely
yjZj' where Zj is the optimal objective value of Pj defined in (4.21).
But yjZj
Yi.

=0

since either yj

=0

or yj = 1 whence qij

= cij(l

- yj) = 0

Hence, the prescribed solution is dual optimal since the objective

value of LP (and hence dual to MIP(y)) for this solution is
~~bk+

J djyj which from (4.19) is the optimal objective value

z + f djyj

of MIP(y).

Finally, let us show that for each j
that qij = 0 V(i,j) with j
since cij(l - yj)

i

* s.

* s,

(4.23) solves Pj.

The solution (4.23) is dual feasible

cij(l - yj) Vi from (4.18).

objective value is cj(l - yj).

Note

Moreover, its

Now, pick wij • xi' Vi, where x '

solves min {l:: c
x : x € X}. Recalling from (3.13) that c~ is the
i ij i
objective value of this problem and that cij Yi are obtained by
surrogating the constraints of X using the optimal dual multipliers, it
is readily verified that wij •xi' Vi is feasible to Pj with objective

-

- - yj)' and therefore, that wij •xi' Vi and (4.23) are
value cj(l
respectively primal and dual optimal solutions to Pj, j

* s.

This

completes the proof.
Several remarks are in order at this point.

To begin, note that

although the complicating constraints (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) are
disregarded from the explicitly prescribed dual solution above, the
duals 6,

a,

and $chosen for the surrogates (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17)
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do indirectly modify the values chosen for

µ

and w.

The choice of

~ : ~ is dictated by dual optimality considerations.

A

= A,

The choice of

as motivated in (4.11) of Theorem 6, preserves feasibility

with respect to the x-variable columns (given µ,~,$,v,;, and~ fixed),
while enlarging the dual region described by the columns of the
The remaining dual variables 6 and

w-variables.

e are

also chosen

optimally when the other dual variables are fixed as prescribed.
Hence, a hopefully strong Benders' cut is derived.

The additional

effort is minimal since (4.19) would have to be solved in any case, and
at most one bounded-variable linear knapsack problem Ps needs to be
solved.

(The problems Pj, j

* s,

have known solutions (4.23).) We

could have expended more effort to further strengthen the cut by
replacing, for j • s, the surrogate constraints in (4.21) by the
constraints

f 8ki wis

•

~

Vk.

However, this extra linear program,

essentially over X, was not deemed worthwhile.

It is interesting to

note that one can prove that by choosing ~ij' xij' and
case for j

*s

ej

as in the

in (4.20) and (4.23) for all j, a set of dual optimal

multipliers would result.

The Benders' cut from this solution would be

identical to that from the solution of Theorem 7 except that it would
have a possibly smaller coefficient corresponding to the variable y •
s

Hence, the extra knapsack problem (4.21) solved additionally
strengthens the Benders' cut coefficient for Ys·
chose to strengthen was that for which d
j

e

Jf

s

+ c-

(The coefficient we

< dj +

s -

c-j from among

when a cut from a zero-completion is being generated, or from

among j e J

when a best completion at a node is available.)

It is

further of interest to note that using Geoffrion's generalized Benders'
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[12] approach, one can show that by suitably manipulating the objective
function, one can make the cut generation L-dual adequate, and in fact,
the usual cut thus obtained in terms of the y-variables is indeed the
same cut as above with the strengthening of the y -coefficient ignored.
s

Hence, the cut derived from Theorem 7 may be considered as a
strengthened version of the latter cut.

Upon simplification, the

Benders' cut derived from Theorem 7 is

where z and Zs are as defined in (4.19) and (4.21) respectively.
2.5.

Computational Experience
In this section we study the contributions of the algorithmic

strategies and the effects of problem data on the performance of the
proposed algorithm.
Problem Generation.

As motivated by the most common types of

applications of MIBLP, we selected X as the transportation constraint
set and Y as having set covering constraints.

The transportation

network was a complete bipartite digraph, and the set covering
constraints had either density 0.25 or 0.5 as indicated below.

Again,

as motivated by applications, we generated the cross-product term
coefficients cij uniformly either on the interval [-25,0] or [0,25].
In order to ensure difficult problems in either case, for the negative
cij problems, each ci was generated uniformly on

+

[-~

cij' -2

~

cijl and

-

each dj was generated uniformly on [-cj,-cj] (as defined in (3.13)),
while for the positive cij problems, each ci was generated uniformly on
[0,25] and each dj was set at zero simply to permit the quadratic terms
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to dominate and make these problems sufficiently difficult.

The supply

and demand restrictions for the transportation constraint set were
generated uniformly on the interval [0,25], with the demands being
multiplied by the ratio

m'
<nr>

where m' represents the number of supply

centers and where n' represents the number of demand points.

In order

to ensure nonzero supplies and demands, the constant n' was added to
each supply capacity and the constant m' was added to each demand
restriction.

Total supply was set equal to total demand, whenever

necessary, by appropriately incrementing the supply or demand of a
single facility.
Factors Tested.

The main points of interest here include the effect or

worth of the strongest surrogate Benders' cut of Subsection 2.4.1, the
Benders' cuts of Subsection 2.4.2 generated from binary y solutions,
and the disjunctive cuts (4.5) in reducing overall computational
effort.

One important point to be investigated is whether it is

worthwhile to expend the effort in generating the strongest surrogate
Benders' cut.

The other factors to be tested relate to the influence

of problem data on algorithmic efficiency.

In particular, we

investigate below the effects of the sign of the cij-coefficients, the
density of Y, and the problem size on overall computational effort.
Specific Implementation Details.

Firstly, for the computational

experience reported herein, in the case of problem runs for which the
strongest surrogate constraint was not used, a more traditional linear
bounding form as prescribed by Cabot and Francis [8] was used instead
for the basis of comparison.

This bounding form is of the type
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(5.1)
Note that (5.1) may be generated via Th:eorem 7 corresponding to the
binary solution yj

~

0 Vj, taking s

= O.

Secondly, since the set Y

consists of set covering inequalities, which are implied by (3.3), the
Lagrangian dual (4.8) uses only the constraint

j

yj

~ <~t>

(see the

beginning of Section 4) along with the zero-one bounds on the
y-variables in lieu of the set Y.

Thirdly, the maximum number of

active end-nodes permitted in the combination of the depth-firstbreadth-first implicit enumeration framework was fixed at two.
results were insensitive to this parameter.)

(The

Fourthly, a maximum of

300 Benders' cuts from binary y-solutions were stored at a time, with
additional cuts replacing earlier ones in a circular-list fashion.

In

a similar manner, the length of the circular-list storing the
disjunctive cuts (4.5) was set at 100.

Furthermore, once 100

disjunctive cuts were generated, additional cuts (4.5) were generated
only when a new incumbent solution was discovered.

Finally, we mention

that the computer used is an IBM 3081 series D24 group K machine, with
all runs being made in normal batch operation at roughly the same
load, with the Fortran H extended compiler on optimization level 2 and
with the single precision option.
Problem Run Description and Notation.

Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3

summarize the computer experience reported.

For each problem run, the

problem index number is followed by the letter S if the strongest
surrogate constraint of Subsection 2.4.1 was employed and by the letter
B if the Benders' cuts of Subsection 2.4.2 were employed.

Hence, 2SB,
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Table 5.1

PTobl811l

y

vi

lSB

9'2

ns

DB

no

Du

Ts

496

3

l

30.09

43.98

3

l

30.18

70.84

T

23066.33

3558

23066.33

4456

lB

13137.13

2898

589

89

7

-

2SB

31221.69

132

79

l

l

27.19

27.78

31221.69

120

l

l

l

27.18

28.42

2B

17593.48

52880

2864

91

10

3SB

45125.75

2044

498

l

45125.75

1522

l

l

3B

21794.56

> 95000

4SB

43963.31.

l2

15

l

0

66.88

67 .04

43963.31

12

l

l

0

66.97

4B

21776.64

1746

22

12

8

-

67.13

SSB

61581.52

112

62

l

0

84.15

84.87

61581.52

112

l

l

0

83.86

as.so

SB

37956.34

26858

1052

30

13

6SB

72721

23496

1493

l

l

106.93

223.07

72721

18970

1

1

l

107.00

303.31

lS

2S

3S

48

SS

6S
6B

(10, 15)

(10,20)

(10,25)

(10,15)

(10,20)

(10,25)

23320

31254

45296

44035

61646

73046

37027.25

> 88000

l

18.08

385.85

2

-

29.13

39.82

2

29.26

42.43

- - -

- - -

-

-

-

> 600

7.43

146.65

> 600
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Table S.2

Problem

y

vi

lS8

'92

DH

DB

DI)

~

Ts

T

22707.64

974

121

1

3

18.20

20.15

22707.64

9-26

1

l

.3

18.19

24.72

lB

11035.39

2598

281

26

7

2SB

3'739.54

17748

1532

l

7

36.• 80

117 .92

35739.54

17888

1

l

7

36.78

160.88

2B

18355.30

> 90000

3S8

48588~83

2990

48588.83

3038

3B

24872.42

> 92000

4SB

49798.21

878

314

3

2

61.21

66.67

49798.21

952

l

3

2

61.21

75.62

48

27344.96

3116

518

49

10

5S8

49564.08

2516

253

l

49564.08

2564

l

1

SB

24059.39

43168

1262

88

9

6SB

60978.11

2020

418

l

4

98.ll

109.86

60978.ll

2022

1

1

4

98.12

130.85

lS

2S

3S

4S

5S

6S
68

(10,lS)

23052

(10,20)

35986

48755

(10,25)

(10,15)

50494

49796

(10,20)

(10,25)

I

61103

-

-

8.67

-

-

404

1

2

38.03

50.97

l

1

2

38.04

66.98

- - -

-

> 600

> 600

-

18.51

1

70.95

79.84

l

70.40

96.19

II 27607.50 II )108000 II - II - -1I

-

251.59

- I > 600
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Table 5.3

Problem

y

DI)

l\i

Ts

T

362

s

0

86.28

99.12

1282

l

51

0

86.09

98.65

1324.00

1614

645

12

0

2126.56

142

49

1

0

89.16

90.25

2126.56

168

1

1

0

89.78

90.98

2B

1474.00

926

341

6

0

3SB

2688.41

4684

2457

9

0

100.66

249.32

2688.41

8268

1

89

0

100.58

249.15

3B

1973.03

8370

3680

46

0

4SB

3231.34

5070

2610

10

0

157.26

288.45

3231.34

9338

l

88

0

156.67

317.97

4B

1914.00

8820

3592

41

0

5SB

3177.53

718

266

4

0

188.42

203.23

3177.53

942

1

31

0

189.65

202.92

SB

1809.00

5910

2671

3

0

6SB

3597.02

3000

1411

4

0

ll5.18

214.30

3597.02

4756

1

68

0

115.23

205.09

2710.00

7056

3149

10

0

v2

Dff

~

2184.65

734

2184.65

lB
2SB

vi

lSB
lS

2S

3S

4S

SS

65
6B

(l0,50)

(l0,60)

(10, 70)

(10,50)

(10, 60)

(10, 70)

2632

2320

3302

4382

3622

4505

-

-

-

-

-

40.02

22.74

323.97

229.62

187.04

271.13
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2S, and 2B are the same problems with the different algorithmic
strategy options.

Further, as explained below, the disjunctive cuts

(4.5) were used for all runs.

The problems of Tables 5.1 and 5.2 have

negative c1 j-coefficients, and those of Table 5.3 have positive
cij-coefficients.

The density of Y in Table 5.1 is 0.25 whereas that

in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 is 0.5.

For each table, Problems 1, ·2, and 3

have 14 constraints and 49 variables defining the set X and Problems 4,
5, and 6 have 20 constraints and 100 variables defining X.

The column

Y denotes the number of constraints in Y and the number of y-variables
as a two-tuple.

(No row of Y was permitted to have a singleton

non-zero entry, and no special set-covering logical tests were
performed; only tests generally applicable for 0-1 programs were used.)
The columns v1 , v2 , nN, nB, nD, nu, Ts, and T respectively denote the
optimal MIBLP objective value, the (lower bound obtained on the)
objective value of MIP (or the minimum of (5.1) over Y if MIP is not
solved), the number of nodes enumerated in the implicit enumeration
tree, the number of Benders' cuts generated (including the strongest
surrogate cut), the number of disjunctive cuts generated, the number of
times that the incumbent was updated during the process of generating
the disjunctive cuts, the time (cpu seconds) for generating the
strongest surrogate Benders' cut as described in Subsection 2.4.1, and
the total solution time (cpu seconds, excluding problem generation
time).

A limit of 600 cpu seconds was provided for each problem run.

Analysis of Results and Conclusions.

We now discuss some observations

made from the results in order of convenience in exposition and not
necessarily in order of importance.
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Firstly, the problems with negative cij coefficients turned out to
yield a harder class of problems than those with positive cij
coefficients.

Observe that in the latter case, an optimal solution

happens to be a prime cover for our test problems - apparently,
although these problems are harder than set covering problems, they do
share some common features.
Furthermore, as should be expected, the column n

u

in Table 5.3

consists of all zero entries since the disjunctive cut routine cannot
improve upon prime covers (which happen to be solutions at which the
cuts (4.5) are generated for our test problems).

In this regard, there

is another point of interest not shown in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3.
Namely, for the problems with negative cij coefficients, the knapsack
and linear programming bounds, LBl(g) and LB2(g) respectively, failed
consistently to fathom partial solutions.

However, for the problems of

Table 5.3, roughly 2% of LBl(g) and 8% of LB2(g) led to a fathoming of
partial solutions.

(The index g almost always turned out to correspond

to the strongest surrogate constraint when it was generated.

For the

problems indexed by B alone, g always corresponded to some Benders'
cut in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, but for Table 5.3, g corresponded to (5.1)
roughly half the time.)

Of course, no general conclusion can be drawn

except that these bounds should perhaps be used less frequently with a
more stringent flagging criterion which dictates its computation.
Secondly, the increased density of Y tended to yield generally
harder problems because of the general increase in the number of
feasible binary solutions.
this factor.

All options seem to be affected equally by

Further, because of the relative ease with which the
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positive cij coefficient problems were solved, only the higher Y
density of 0.5 was used to generate these problems (Table 5.3).
The most interesting factor is the role played by the strongest
surrogate constraint.

For all the problems, this constraint greatly

reduced the effort T - Ts required by the implicit enumeration scheme.
The main issue to be addressed is whether the additional effort T
s
required to generate this constraint is worthwhile.

As

evidenced by

Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, it does pay off quite dramatically to
generate this cut, except as one might expect for smaller-sized
problems.

Furthermore, for the case of positive cij coefficients,

because of the relative ease with which these problems were solved, the
problem size had to be increased somewhat more (70 binary variables as
compared with 20 binary variables) before the benefits derived from
this constraint became convincingly evident.

We remark here that some

of our preliminary test runs were made with the strongest surrogate
constraint derived from more compact linearizations of the type MIPl
and MIP2.

The effect of the strongest surrogate constraint in these

cases was not at all as dramatic as it is here.

(Some evidence of this

is provided by comparing the problem runs indexed by B alone which uses
(5.1) with the·other runs.)

Hence, the tighter linearization

considerably assisted in the solution procedures.

(An examination of

the v1 and v2 columns gives some indication of the strength of this
linearization.)
The Benders' cuts of Subsection 2.4.2 also appear to be
contributing to the efficiency of the solution process.

In Tables 5.1

and 5.2, the Benders' cuts always favorably assisted the strongest
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surrogate cut, particularly in problems 1 and 6 in Table 5.1 and
problems 2, 5, and 6 in Table 5.2.

For the positive cij coefficient

problems of Table 5.3, this tendency is far less pronounced, although
one can still recommend the generation of Benders' cuts for these
problems.

Except for problem 4, the savings and the extra generation

effort appear to cancel out.

It may be noted that the Benders' cuts

tend to be strong when the difference (c; - c~) is small as compared
with ldjl Vj.
dj

€

+

(For this reason, since dj

=

0 Vj in Table 5.3, while

-

[-cj'-cj] in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, the Benders' cuts are less

prominent in Table 5.3 than in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.) To cite an extreme

+

-

case, when cj • cj

Vj, whence Theorem 1 reduces MIBLP into a linear

program over X and a zero-one integer linear program over Y, the cut
(5.1) turns out to be a Benders' cut generated from any binary y and is
hence sufficient to verify optimality in Benders' algorithm.
Finally, the disjunctive cuts (4.5) appear to aid in the solution
procedure (except for the problems of Table 5.3 as noted above), by
discovering new incumbent solutions.

Some runs that we attempted by

suppressing the generation of these cuts confirmed this observation.
In addition to playing a role in logical tests and perhaps
strengthening LB2(g) for some problem classes, these cuts, by
discovering new incumbent solutions, helped in discounting the
sensitivity of the algorithm to the selection of incrementing
(branching) variables, and to the compromise between a depth and
breadth-first scheme.
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CHAPTER III
ZERO-ONE QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS
3.1.

Introduction
This chapter is concerned with linearly-constrained zero-one

quadratic programming problems, which may be mathematically stated as
follows

S!_:

nr-1

m

m

minimize

t cixi + t
t
Dijxixj
i•l
i•l j•i+l

subject to

x e X,

where X :

Xi n x2 n x3

Xi

x binary

is a nonempty polyhedron with

• {x e Rm:

m

t
- bk
i•l 8itixi

x2 • {x e Rm:

m
i,:1 GR.ixi

X • {x e Rm:
3

0 < xi < 1

)

gt

fork• 1, ••• ,K},
fort.• 1, ••• ,L}, and

for i • 1, ••• ,m}.

Problems of this structure arise in numerous economic, facility
location, and strategic planning types of problems.

These include, for

example, the media selection problem described by Zangwill [33], the
capital budgeting problems considered by Laughhunn [19] and by Peterson
and Laughhunn [26], certain facility location problems given in Vaish
[31], a multitude of applications associated with quadratic assigmilent
problems [30], and dynamic facility relocation problems such as the
dynamic set covering problem formulated in [9].
Basically, the available solution procedures for Problem QP may be
classified as attempting to either solve the problem directly or to
transform Problem QP into an equivalent linear mixed-integer program,
and then solve the latter problem.

The direct methods involve
50
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partitioning techniques or implicit enumeration strategies.

Lazimy

[20] considers a more general version of Problem QP, namely, a
mixed-integer quadratic programming

proble~,

and demonstrates that one

can transform this problem into an equivalent program, without adding
new variables or constraints, which renders the problem more amenable
to Geoffrion's [11] generalized Benders' technique, in that the cutting
planes derived are linear in the integer variables.

Balas [2] suggests

an alternative partitioning algorithm for the same class of problems,
but requires the addition of an extra set of variables.

Both these

methods, however, are based on the use of a Dorn [10] type of duality,
and therefore require suitable convexity assumptions in regard to the
objective function.

Another direct-search cutting plane algorithm is

suggested by Kunz! and Oettli [18] for all-integer quadratic
programming problems.

The direct implicit enumeration procedures

developed for Problem QP are more straightforward.

These methods

include the works of Cabot and Francis [8], Hansen [15], Mao and
Wallingford [22], and McBride and Yormark [23].
A more popular approach for Problem QP, as well as for more
general zero-one polynomial programming problems, is to transform the
nonlinear integer program into an equivalent linear mixed-integer
program through the use of additional variables and constraints.
Zangwill [33] has proposed a linearization technique for zero-one
quadratic programs which requires an additional zero-one variable and
two additional constraints for each quadratic term.

Watters [32] has

presented a generalized version of Zangwill's technique to accommodate
zero-one polynomial programming problems.

Here, a single additional
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zero-one variable and two additional constraints are required for each
polynomial term.

More concise zero-one linear programming formulations

of zero-one polynomial programming problems are found in Glover and
Woolsey (13].

These formulations, as do the ones by Zangwill and

Watters, require the adoption of additional zero-one variables.

On the

other hand, there are linearization techniques proposed which do not
introduce additional zero-one variables, but introduce only additional
continuous variables and additional constraints.

The linearizations

due to Glover [12] and Glover and Woolsey [14] are examples of such
techniques.

A similar technique for the special case of quadratic

assignment problems has been presented by Bazaraa and Sherali [5].
The experience reported by Bazaraa and Sherali [5] and McBride and
Yormark [23] seem to indicate that the linearization techniques do not
yield very effective solution procedures for Problem QP.

In this

chapter, we demonstrate why this may be the case and suggest a method
to dramatically improve upon the performance of algorithms based on
equivalent linearizations.

More specifically, we introduce in Section

3.2 below a new linearization technique for Problem QP.

The resulting

linearization is shown to theoretically dominate the linearizations
found in the literature.

Thereafter, in Section 3.3, we propose an

effective algorithm to exploit the strength of the derived
linearization.

This algorithm employs Lagrangian relaxation imbedded

within an implicit enumeration framework, and generates Benders' cuts
and conducts local explorations in order to enhance its performance.
In Section 3.4, we provide computational experience.

In particular,

the strength of the linearization is verified by exhibiting the
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dramatic savings in computational effort that accrues in comparison
with the implementation of the same algorithmic strategies on an
alternative existing linearization of Problem QP.
3.2

A Linearization Technique for Problem QP
In this section, we present a linearization technique which

transforms Problem QP into an equivalent zero-one mixed-integer linear
programming problem..

The emphasis in deriving this linearization is

the acquisition of as tight a linear programming relaxation as
possible, without regard to the size of the resulting equivalent linear
mixed-integer program.

In the following section, we demonstrate how to

design algorithmic strategies which exploit the tightness of this
representation of the problem, without being encumbered by its size.
The motivation for providing an equivalent representation with a tight
linear programming relaxation is borne out by several studies in the
discrete optimization literature [l,21,24,28].
Toward this end, consider the following sets of operations:
(i)

form mK constraints by multiplying the K equalities of
by each xj' j

(ii)

(iii)

by each xj' j

i~

= l, ••• ,m,

form mL constraints by multiplying the L inequalities in

x2
(iv)

= l, ••• ,m,

form mL constraints by multiplying the L inequalities

x2

x1

by each (1-xj), j

= l, ••• ,m,

and

form 3m(m-l)/2 constraints by multiplying, for each i, the
xi ) 0 inequality in

x3

by each (1-xj)' j

= 1, ••• ,m,

j

and by multiplying, for each i • l, ••• ,m-1, the xi ( 1
inequality

in~

by each (1-xj), j

= i+l, ••• ,m.

* i,
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Then, substituting wij : xixj

V(i,j), restricted to be nonnegative,

and noting that one need only define wij for i • l, ••• ,m-1,
2
j • i+l, ••• ,m, and recognizing that xi may equivalently be written as

= l, ••• ,m,

xi for i

we obtain the following linear mixed-integer

representation of Problem QP.

(Henceforth, wherever obvious, the

limits on index values are suppressed for notational ease.)
MIP:

f

minimize

z • E cixi + E E Dijwij
i
i(j

subject to

(akj-bk)xJ+ifj akiwij+i~j akiwji "' 0

Gtixi-g R.

)

V(j,k) (2.1)

E
V(j,R.)
i(j Gtiwij+i$j GR.iwji+(GR.j-gR.)xj ) O

(2 .2)

xi-wij

)

0

V(i,j),

i

<j

(2.3)

xj-wij

)

0

V(i,j),

i

<j

(2.4)

-xi-xj+wij ) -1

Y(i,j),

i

<j

(2.5)

wij ) 0

V(i,j),

i

<j

(2.6)

x e: x1 , x e: x3 ,

x binary

(2.7)

Several remarks are in order at this point.
since the constraints in

~

First, note that

are equalities, we need not generate

another set of constraints by multiplying these constraints by each
(1-xj), j
x e:

x1 •

= l, ••• ,m,

since this will ·only duplicate (2.1), given that

Second, the two constraint sets in (2.2) are clearly seen to

imply the inequalities in

Xz'

and hence x e:

x2

is omitted in (2.7).

Third, one ought to preprocess QP and perform standard logical tests
in order to possibly restrict some binary variables at zero or one
values at the outset.

These tests may include verifying whether or not

the minimum and maximum values which each variable xj can take on over
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the region X is indeed zero and one respectively.

Fourth, depending

on the specific problem structure, some constraints in MIP may be
omitted without dffecting the continuous relaxation.
given that

x3

the case when

(or some subset thereof) is implied by

Xi

need not include

For example,

x1

and

x2 ,

as is

consists of set partitioning constraints, Problem MIP
~

(or the corresponding subset) and need not include

the associated constraints (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5).

Finally, we note

that if Problem QP includes cross-product terms between integer and
some other continuous variables (which are included in the constraint
set as well), then this may be readily accommodated.

Adams and Sherali

[l] demonstrate this for a discrete version of the Bilinear Programming
Problem [17].

In a similar manner, one may handle quadratic terms in

the binary variables which appear in the constraints of QP.
Let us first demonstrate the equivalence between Problems QP and
MIP.
Theorem 1.

Problems QP and MIP are equivalent in the following sense.

Given any (x) feasible to QP, there exists a (x,w) feasible to MIP with
the same objective value.

Conversely, given any (x,w) feasible to MIP,

there exists an (x) feasible to QP with the same objective value.
Proof.

Given any (x) feasible to QP, an equivalent (x,w) for MIP may

be obtained by computing wij
let (x,w) be feasible to MIP.
necessarily, wij
with i

< j.

that wij • O.

= xixj

= xixj

V(i,j) with i

< j.

Conversely,

It is sufficient to show that,

V(i,j), i

< j.

Hence, consider any (i,j) pair

If xi or xj equals zero, (2.3), (2.4), and (2.6) imply
On the other hand, if xi • xj

and (2.5) imply that wij

= 1.

= 1,

then (2.3), (2.4),

This completes the proof.
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Observe that the proof of Theorem 1 indicates that the program
MIPl obtained from MIP by deleting constraints (2.1) and (2.2), but
explicitly adding x

E

x2 in (2.7), is, in fact, equivalent to QP.

Indeed, MIPl is one linearization proposed by Glover and Woolsey [14]
for Problem QP.
x

£ ~,

The constraints (2.1) and (2.2), other than enforcing

are inconsequential in the integer programming sense but, as

exhibited in this chapter, do provide a tighter linear programming
relaxation for QP.

Consider now an alternative linearization

technique for QP which also does not employ additional zero-one
variables, namely, that due to Glover [12].

This technique produces

the following equivalent linear mixed-integer representation MIP2 of
Problem QP
MIP2:

z ...

minimize
subject to

j~i Djixj+j~i Dijxj-d~(l-xi)(Bi(j~i
d;xi ( Bi < d;xi
~

€

x,

Djixj+j;i

Dijxj-d~(l-xi)

Vi (2.8)

(2.9)

Vi

x binary

(2 .10)

where di- and di+ are respectively the minimum and maximum values of the
expression

j~i

Djixj + j$i Dijxj over the set X, for each i.

(As

suggested by Glover [12] , one may equivalently use simple lower and
upper bounds on the optimal values of these problems for d~ and dr
respectively, although this of course weakens the linear programming
relaxation.)

The next theorem and example show that MIP provides a

tighter continuous relaxation of Problem QP than does MIP2.

(This is
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clearly the case with respect to MIPl.)
Theorem 2.

Let MIP and MIP2 respectively denote the continuous

relaxations of Problems MIP and MIP2 obtained by omitting the binary
restrictions on the x-variables.

Then MIP is a tighter relaxation

of QP than is MIP2 in the sense that for any (x,;) feasible to MIP,
there exists a vector B:

(B1 , ••• ,Bm)

such that· (x,B) is feasible to

MIP2 with the same objective value.
Proof.

J

For any scalar

=

~jzj

ipbk Vk,

w) O,

JGtjzj

)

let the set Z($) : {z ) 0:

1j.g!

Yt, zj <

w Vj}

be obtained by

multiplying the right-hand sides of the constraints of X by

W•

Then,

noting the above definitions of di- and di+ Vi, it follows from linear
programming duality that for any w ) O, z e Z($) implies
(2.11)
Now, let (x,w) be any feasible solution to MIP.

Since x e X

from (2.2) and (2.7), it is sufficient to show that by defining
(2.12)

Yi,
we obtain that (x,B) is feasible to (2.8) and (2.9), since (x,B)
yields the same objective value in

MIPT

as (x,w) does in MIP.

Toward this end, for any i, identify
Yj

< i,

zi

= x1 ,

and

W=xi.

zj

= wij

Vj

> i,

zj

= wji

Then from (2.1), the right-hand

inequalities in (2.2), and from (2.3), (2.4), and (2.6), along with the
fact that xi > O, it follows that

z e Z(xi)

and hence from (2.11) and

(2.12), we obtain that (2.9) holds for each i.
identify

zj

=

(xj-wij)

Yj

> i,

zj

=

(xj-wji)

Now for any i,
Yj

< i,

zi

= O,

and
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w•

(1-xi).

Observing from (2.1) and x

E

x1

that

j~i 8itj(ij-Wj1 > + j~i 8itj(ij-wij) = bk(l-ii) Vk, for each i,
and noting the left-hand inequalities in (2.2), and the inequalities
(2.3), (2.4), and (2.5), along with the fact that (1-ii) )
follows that

z

€

Z(l-ii).

o,

it

Hence, from (2.11) and (2.12), we obtain

that (2.8) holds for each i.

This completes the proof.

To demonstrate that the converse of Theorem 2 is not true in
general, and therefore that MIP can provide a strictly tighter
relaxati?n of Problem QP than does MIP2, consider the following
example.

Define X • {(x1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ):

x1+x2+x 4 ) 1, x 2+x 3 > 1,

x 1+x 3+x 4 ) 1, 0 ( x ( l}, and let the cost coefficients be given by
ci • 0

Vi and (D 12 ,o 13 ,o 14 ,o 23 ,n 24 ,n 34 ) • (2,4,6,3,6,6).

Then,

the optimal solution to Problem QP is x • (1,1,0,0) with the optimal
objective value equal to 2.

It is readily verified that Problem MIPl,

Problem MIPl with the x binary restrictions relaxed, is solved by
x • (1/2,1/2,1/2,0) and wij • 0
value O.

V(i,j), i

< j,

Similarly, MIP2 is also solved by x

with B1 • 1, B2 • 1, B3
value of 1.75.

= 1.5,

and B4

=0

=

with optimal objective
(1/2,1/2,1/2,0), but

with an optimal objective

However, the optimal solution to MIP is x

=

(1,1,0,0),

w12 • 1, wij = 0 otherwise, with objective value 2, and hence is
verified to be optimal to Problem QP.
We mention here that the recommendation due to Glover and
Woolsey [14] to replace (2.3) and (2.4) in Problem MIPl by the
Vi, further weakens the
linearization in the continuous sense, though it maintains an
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equivalent mixed-integer representation.

Furthermore, the strategy due

to Peterson [25], when applied to Problem QP, results in the same
formulation as MIPl and is hence also dominated by Problem MIP.
Constraints (2.1) and (2.2) of Problem MIP tend to restrict,
beyond that of available linearizations, the range of values w may take
on for any given (nonbinary) x

E

x.

Of course, the relative strength

of these constraints is somewhat dependent on the set

x.

If, for

example, the set X is comprised of set partitioning constraints, then
one might expect the linearization to be significantly stronger than
when the set X is comprised of set covering constraints.

In both these

instances, however, the density (proportion of non-zero coefficients)
of the constraint set may affect the strength of the linearization,
becoming generally stronger with a lower density.

One may, as a

result, wish to judiciously choose from amongst the available
constraints in (2.1) and (2.2) in constructing a linearization of the
type MIP for some specific problem, depending on the nature of these
constraints.
3.3.

Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we first provide a general overview of the

proposed algorithm, and then present specific details for some
important algorithmic steps in later subsections.
Basically, the algorithm is an implicit enumeration strategy which
uses a combination of the breadth and depth-first methods.

In order to

curtail storage, but yet provide for the benefits of a breadth-first
approach, the binary enumeration search tree over the x-variables is
developed in a breadth-first fashion whenever the number of active
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tree-end nodes is less than a specified maximum, and proceeds with a
selected node in a depth-first fashion otherwise.
At node zero, i.e., to begin with, we perform logical tests [29]
in order to probe and possibly a priori restrict some x-variables at
binary values.

Thereafter, we determine v1

-

and vu= max{f xi:

= min{r

xi:

x e X}

x e X} and generate the constraints

(3.1)
where vi and vu are respectively the rounded-up and rounded-down

-

-

values of vi and vu.

Constraints (3.1) are added to X and considered

a part thereof henceforth; they serve not only to potentially further
tighten the continuous relaxation, but they are also used in the sequel
to compute knapsack-based lower bounds.
Next, we consider a Lagrangian dual of MiP and solve this problem
to near optimality using a subgradient optimization method.

The

motivation here is to determine a good-quality dual-feasible solution
with which to generate a Benders' cut in the x-variables.

For a

near-optimal dual solution, this cut is a close approximation to the
strongest surrogate Benders' cut [28].

Since the lower bound available

from this cut is close to that available from the linear programming
relaxation MIP (the two are equal if the cut is generated from a dual~

optimal solution), this constraint provides tight lower bounds,
assuming that

MIP

is a tight continuous relaxation of MIP.

As

a means

of strengthening the bounds derived, we suitably update this constraint
at each node within the implicit enumeration framework, depending on
the variables that are fixed at binary values.

Of course, in both
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deriving and in updating this cut, one must strike a judicious
compromise between the strength of the cut (and its ensuing benefits)
and the overall effort expended.

Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, as well

as the computational results in Section 3.4, provide specific
guidelines.

Let us denote this cut (at node 0) as
(3.2)

Upon deriving (3.2), we record the lower bound
-

v(MIP) : min{o

0

+

f

0

yixi:

(3. 3)

x e: X}

on the optimal objective value of MIP and use the solution to (3.3) in
order to possibly obtain an incumbent solution to MIP by truncating or
rounding this solution in the spirit of Balas and Martin [3].

Of

course, if X possesses a special structure such as a network structure
or a set covering structure, then an incumbent is more readily
available through (3.3).
Now, the algorithm enters into the implicit enumeration phase.
Given a certain node N being explored with I + , I - , and I f respectively
denoting the index sets of x-variables fixed at one, fixed at zero, and
currently free, an attempt is made to either fathom the node, or to
select a branching variable to further partition and explore the
reduced-node problem.

The ingredients used in this search process

include the conducting of logical tests, the derivation of one or more
lower bounds as deemed judicious via the updated versions of (3.2) and
other generated Benders' cuts, and the conducting of local explorations
in order to detect improved incumbent solutions.
Specifically, after creating node N by branching on some
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designated variable, logical tests are performed in an attempt to
further restrict some x-variables at binary values.

(During the entire

node exploration process, whenever jifl < 2, the remaining possible
completions are explicitly enumerated and the node is fathomed.)
Thereafter, an updated version of (3.2) at node N, namely,

is generated in the manner described in Subsection 3.3.2.

Using (3.4),

a trivial lower bound LBl is first computed via the following
bounded-interval knapsack linear program
f

Vi e: I }. (3.5)

vu '

If v* denotes the current incumbent objective value and if
(e: + LBl) ) v* (where e:
is fathomed.

>0

is some suitable tolerance), then the node

Otherwise, denoting xi, for i e: If, as the optimal

(binary) solution to (3.5), a binary vector i is obtained by fixing
xi • 1 for i e: I+, xi

=0

for i e: I-, and xi =xi for i e: If, and a

Benders' cut

N

z)6+

-

r

ie:l

N
rx

(3.6)

i i

is generated based on x as described in Subsection 3.3.3 below.

-

Further, in case x is feasible to X, the incumbent solution and value
are updated if the objective value of
may be obtained by substituting xi
than v* •

z = LBl.)

x in

= xi

Problem QP, say

Vie:!

f

z,

(which

in (3.6)) is lesser

(The current node is fathomed if i is feasible to X and
Failing this, a strengthened lower bound LB2 is computed
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via the following problem
LB2 • min{z:

(3.4), (3.6), and the constraints in (3.5)}.

(3.7)

Note that the motivation of (3.7) is that the constraints (3.4) and
(3.6) complement each other well in that (3.6) lends strength to (3.4)
in the vicinity of the solution i at which (3.4) is the weakest,
subject to the constraints in (3.5).

Further note that LB2 may be

easily computed by solving the Lagrangian dual of (3.7) obtained by
dualizing (3.4) and (3.6).

Since the dual variables to these

constraints are nonnegative and must

S\DD.

to one, the problem reduces to

maximizing a concave univariate function over the constraints in (3.5).
We used the tangential approximation method [6] to solve this problem,
exploiting the fact that, since it is a univariate problem, only the
two currently-binding constraints ln the outer linearization need be
maintained.

Generally, convergence was obtained in about four

iterations.

If LB2 fails to fathom node N, then the cuts (3.4) and

(3.6) are surrogated using the optimal dual multipliers available
through (3.7) to yield the cut, say,
(3.8)
In case the optimal dual variable associated with (3.4) in the solution
to (3.7) is not unity (or else (3.7) and (3.8) would essentially be
(3.5) and (3.4) respectively), Problem (3.5) is solved with its
objective function replaced by the expression in (3.8).

Denote by

x

the binary solution obtained by completing the current partial solution
with the optimal (zero-one) solution to this problem.

(Note that this

solution is available when solving the Lagrangian dual subproblem to
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(3.7) at the optimal dual solution value.)

The solution xis then used

to possibly update the current incumbent if found feasible and
improving.
If node N is still not fathomed, then, using (3.8) along with the
constraints of X, logical tests are performed to check if any further
x-variables can be fixed at zero or one.

If so, the partial solution

is accordingly incremented and all the above operations at node N are
repeated.

Otherwise, a check is made to determine whether it is

worthwhile to compute a somewhat more expensive lower bound.

Namely,

in case LB2 and v* are close enough in the empirically-determined
sense that LB2 + O.l(pN +

qiN - LB2) > v* , the linear program

i~If

(3. 9)

is solved to compute a tighter lower bound, LB3.

(LB3 need not be

computed if xis feasible to X since this would imply LBJ
x ' denote an optimal solution to (3.9).
the use of LB3, then that index i e I

f

= LB2.)

Let

If no fathoming results from
'

for which xi is a maximum, with

ties broken by selecting that index with the smallest value of

q:,

is

chosen as the branching variable index to be placed in I + upon the next
selection of the active node N.

Furthermore, the optimal solution x'

to (3.9) may be rounded or truncated in order to possibly find an
improved incumbent solution.

If, however, LB3 is not computed, then a

branching variable is chosen as above by using -x in lieu of x ' •
In the foregoing schema, there is one additional feature which we
found useful to implement.

That is, whenever a new incumbent solution

is discovered, we check the extreme points of the unit hypercube
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adjacent to this solution in order to possibly determine a furtherimproving, feasible binary solution.

As reported in Section 3.4, these

local explorations helped in detecting further improving solutions
on several occasions.
The following three subsections discuss details of the above-cited
algorithm; Subsection 3.3.1 describes the manner in which a strongest
surrogate Benders' cut (3.2) is generated, Subsection 3.3.2 explains
the procedure used for updating (based on the given active node) the
dual variables for constraints (2.1) through (2.5) (and hence updating
the cut (3.2)), and Subsection 3.3.3 presents in closed form an optimal
dual solution to Problem QP for a fixed binary x e X with which to
generate the Benders' cut (3.6).
3.3.1

Generation of the Strongest Surrogate Constraint

The strongest surrogate constraint [28) is essentially a
Benders' cut, in terms of the "complicating" x-variables, derived from
a dual-optimal solution to Problem

M!P.

Since MIP is a large linear

program, in order to suitably compromise between the strength of the
cut derived and the effort expended in obtaining it, we found it useful
to adopt the following technique which yields a good-quality dualfeasible solution within reasonable computational times.

This solution

provides an approximate strongest surrogate Benders' constraint, which
is nonetheless a valid cut.
The basic technique adopted is a subgradient optimization
procedure on a Lagrangian dual of
v •

(vj~),

B • (Bij), w •

<~ij},

M!P.
and

~

Letting u • (ujk}, a,.
•

(~}

respectively represent

dual multipliers associated with constraints (2.1), the two constraint
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sets (left and right-hand respectively) in (2.2), (2.3), (2.5), and the
constraints in
LD:

x1 ,

the Lagrangian dual we formulated is

maximize {f ( u, a, v, B, 'II', +>: a, v, B, 'II'

)(),

+ unrestricted

u and

in sign}

where
f(u, a,v, B, 'II',+>

=T + minimum.{f
subject to

cixi + f<f Dijwij}
0 < wij < xj

v

R.

Y(i,j) with i < j (3.10)

<txi<'v,
i

u

where the quantities T, ci, and Dij are linear functions of
u, a, v, B, 'II', and

+ obtained

by appropriately grouping terms after

dualizing (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.5), and the x e: x1 constraints.

Note

that the constraints in the subproblem (3.10) are (2.4), (2.6), (3.1),
and x e: x3 •

Furthermore, it is clear that one may rewrite (3.10) as

Problem LD was solved using the subgradient optimization scheme of
Poljak [27], as modified by Held, Wolfe and Crowder [16] and by Bazaraa
and Sherali [4].

Specifically, the step size selection strategy found

most effective by Bazaraa and Sherali [4] was employed with the
addition of a line search pattern [6] step which duplicates the overall
previous step size in the same direction in case an improved incumbent
results.

For the sake of brevity, we refer the interested reader for

implementation details of this subgradient optimization strategy to
[ 4].

Upon termination, let (u,a,v,B,'11',f) be the dual solution.
(We terminated the subgradient optimization either when the norm of the
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subgradient was within a zero tolerance at some iteration or when 250
iterations had elapsed.)

Now, formulating (3.10) using this dual

solution, the optimal dual variables Aij associated with the
constraints xj-wij > 0 are readily seen to be 1ij • -min{O,Dij}
with i

< j.

------

V(i,j)

The dual vector (u,a,v,B,A,w) gives the cut (3.2), with
Vi.

3.3.2

Updating the Strongest Surrogate Constraint
In this subsection, we describe the manner in which the strongest

surrogate Benders' cut (3.2) is updated in the earlier-described
implicit enlDD.eration scheme.

To accomplish this, we first note that

for a given partial solution, defined as before via the index sets I + ,
I , and I

f

at a given node N, Problem MIP reduces to Problem MIP(N),

say, as follows.
wij • 0

Vj

>i

First, if any i EI , i.e., xi is fixed at zero, then

>i

fixed at one, then wij • xj Vj

and wji • xj

< j,

this latter case, if for some i
implied.

Second, if any i EI+ , i.e., xi is

< i.

and wji • 0 Vj

Vj

< i.

Of course, in

xi • xj • 1, then wij • 1 is also

Consequently, making these substitutions in the objective

function produces a constant of value
T •
1

I:

+ ci +

i El

+

I:

id
i

I:

+ Dij '

jd

(3 .11)

<j

and results in a coefficient of xi in the objective function, for
f

i e I , given by
ai :: Ci +

I:

+ Dij +

jd
j)i

I:

f
+ Dji Yid •

jeI
j(i

(3 .12)

In a likewise manner, the constraints (2.1) and (2.2) need only be
written for the indices j e I f , since for j e I - U I + , these
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constraints are implied by x e xl

n

x2 and by the fact that the

w-variables reduce to the x-variables as described above.

x2 £
If

Here,

X remains implied by the reduced constraint set (2.2) given that

* ~·

Let (2.l)N and (2.2)N respectively denote (2.1) V(j,k) such

that j e I f , and (2.2) V(j,t) such that j e I f , after appropriately
substituting for the wij variables in terms of either constants or
x-variables for all pairs of indices (i,j) such that i or j ¢If.

To

further reduce the node N problem, define
SN~ {t

= l, ••• ,L:

(3 .13)

minimum
0(Xid

ielf
Note that SN denotes the index set of those constraints in
are not implied by

~

in the reduced problem.

x2

which

Clearly, the constraints

in (2.2)N indexed by (j,t) with t ¢SN are redundant even in the
continuous sense for Problem MIP(N) and may therefore be eliminated
from consideration.

Let

Y!'

denote the set of constraints in

with xi fixed appropriately for i e I

+

x1 LJ x3 ,

U I • 'lb.en, the reduced

program MIP(N) may be stated as follows.
MIP(N):

minimize
subject to
(3.14)

(2. l)N

(3.15)

(2.2)N

VR..eSN

xi-wij .. 0

f
V(i,j)el , i

xj-wij .. 0

V(i,j)el , i

-xi-xj+wij .. -1

f

<j

(3.16)

<j

(3.17)

f
V(i, j) el , i

<j

(3.18)
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f

V(i,j)eI , i

< j,

x

€

N

X , x binary

(3.19)

Note that in obtaining the reduced program MIP{N) we are, in
effect, for.a given node N, exploiting the fact that certain dual
multipliers with respect to

MiP' may

be expressed (at optimality) in

terms of the remaining dual multipliers.

Of course, for those

constraints which may be deemed redundant, a further reduction of the
dual space can be accomplished through the assignment of zero-valued
optimal dual multipliers.

Those multipliers which may be eliminated

from consideration, either via substitution or through the assignment
of constant (zero) values, are precisely those associated with the
constraints in MIP which do not appear in MIP(N).

Thus, by considering

only the constraints (3.14) through (3.19), we may update (3.2) in the
same manner as if the entire constraint set of Problem MIP was
considered.
Of course, from the viewpoint of deriving strong bounds, the ideal
way of updating (3.2) to obtain (3.4) is to determine an optimal set of
dual multipliers for the constraints (3.14) through (3.18) of MIP(N),
the continuous relaxation of MIP{N), and let (3.4) be the resulting
strongest surrogate constraint.

On

the other hand, one can simply use
N

0

(3.2) itself by defining the values in (3.4) to be yi : yi
N

15

0

: 15 +

0

t + yi.

iel

Viel

f

and

While the first alternative yields the stronger

cut, it is computationally expensive.

The second alternative, however,

may not be very desirable with respect to the strength of the cut
obtained, although it is computationally inexpensive.

The strategy we

adopted, explained below, compromises between these two alternatives.
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Suppose that for the constraints (3.14) through (3.18) we let the
dual multipliers be those derived for obtaining (3.2) in the foregoing
subsection.

That is, suppose we associate ~jk Y(j,k) such that j€If

with (3.14),

~jt

and ;jt Y(j,t} such that j€If and !€SN with the two

constraint sets (left and right-hand respectively) in (3.15), aij'
f

f

-

Y(i, j} €I , i(j, with (3.16), Aij' Y(i,j}€I , i(j, with (3.17), and wij'
f

Y(i, j} cl , i(j, with (3.18).

Then, it may be that we no longer have

dual feasibility with respect to the wij columns.

If we could restore

this dual feasibility, then these multipliers could be used to obtain
a valid cut.

There are several ways of accomplishing this.

Suppose we

look at the reduced costs Rij' say, of the wij variables in MIP{N)
after dualizing (3.14) through (3.18) using the above multipliers.

If

all these reduced costs are nonnegative, then no revision is necessary
for obtaining dual feasibility.

(Dual feasibility with respect to the

x-variable columns can clearly be obtained subsequently by adjusting
the multipliers for the constraints x €
has Rij

< O,

Y!l.)

Otherwise, if some wij

then one could, for example, increase the dual multipliers

associated with both xi-wij > 0 in (3.16), and xj-wij > 0 in (3.17) by
-Rij/2 to compensate for this.

{This would also decrease the reduced

cost coefficients of xi and xj by the same amount.)

Alternatively, one

may use some redundant constraint added to the problem for the specific
purpose of permitting one to adjust these multipliers.

For example,
f

assume that the redundant constraints -wij > -1 Y(i,j}€I , i
been added to MIP(N).

< j,

have

Then, by letting the dual multipliers with
f

respect to these new constraints be -min{O,Rij} Y(i,j}€I , i

< j,

dual

feasibility may be achieved at the expense of adding the negative Rij
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coefficients to the cut constant.

Using the first approach, (which is

preferable since it affects the coefficients of the variables rather
than the constant term which always figures into the cut expression),
the cut (3.4) may then be verified to have the constant term given by
(3.20)
where T1 is defined in (3.11) and where T2 is the sum of the dualized
constants in the constraints and is given by
(3.21)

Similarly,

(3.22)
where ai is given by (3.12) for i e I
computed by the formulae given below.

f

f

and where pi' for i e I , is
(Note that the form of the

quantities given here are indicative of the manner in which information
may be retained to facilitate the updating of (3.4) from one partial
solution to another.)

(3.23)
where

(3.24a)
and where
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Vj)i, je:I

f

for each ieif. (3.24b)
Yj(i, j el

f

Hence, (3.4) may be updated from one partial solution to another
(rather than be recomputed) by using the above formulae.
the quantities

I:

+ akt Vk and

tel

I:

Note that

+ Gtt VteSN' as well as the set SN'

tel

are readily available as a result of the logical tests conducted on the
set

x.

Hence, these quantities may be stored to facilitate in the

derivation of (3.4).
3.3.3

Generation of Benders' Cuts
In this subsection, we describe the manner in which a Benders' cut

[7] of the form (3.6), corresponding to a binary vector x •
generated.

Given a fixed x •

i,

i, is

a Benders' cut may be obtained by

dualizing constraints (2.1) through (2.5) of Problem MIP using an
optimal set of dual multipliers for that linear program over the
w-variables obtained by inserting x • i into Problem MIP.

As pointed

out by Magnanti and Wong [21], the strength of the Benders' cut
obtained may.depend on the choice of the dual-optimal solution, in case
alternate optimal dual solutions exist.

In Theorem 3 below, we present

in closed form optimal dual multipliers for constraints (2.1) through
(2.5) of Problem MIP, given that x is fixed at the binary vector

x.

Thereafter, we explain the strategy used for selecting from amongst the
multipliers, that dual solution from which a Benders' cut is generated.
Theorem 3.

Consider the linear program over the w-variables obtained

by fixing x :

i, a binary vector, in Problem MIP. Denote (ujk), (ajt)'
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(vjt), ($ij), (Aij), and

(~ij)

as the dual multipliers associated with

constraints (2.1), the two constraint sets (left and right-hand
respectively) in (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) respectively.
(u,a,v,6,~,i)

Then

defined below yields an optimal set of dual multipliers

for this linear program.

-

u jk • 0

Bij •

Xij ..

-

~ij

{

-oijce1 jc1-xi> + c1-eij>xJ1

where 0

jt

i f Dij

• 0

V(j,t)

<0

V(i,j), i(j

-niJreiJii + <1-eij )(1-iJ> 1

0

' eij

V(i,j), i(j

(3.26)

V(i,j), i(j

(3.27)

otherwise

Dij eij

0

i f Dij ( 0

i f Dij ) 0

otherwise
<: 1 are scalars for all (i,j), i(j, with eij • 1 for all

(i,j), i(j, such that Dij ) 0 and xi == x- .. 1, and with eij
j
(i,j), i(j' such that Dij ) 0 and xi - x
j
Proof.

(3.25)

otherwise

0

{

-{

v-

V(j,k),

=0

for all

= o.

Note that the prescribed dual variables are nonnegative.

Hence, in order to verify dual feasibility, we need to verify that
(3.28)
For each (i,j) pair with i
(3.28) is

< j,

if Dij

< O,

then the left-hand side of
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and if Dij ) O, then the left-hand side of (3.28) is

Hence, the prescribed solution is dual feasible.

Its dual objective

value is

=f

cixi + t<f Dij[aijx1 (1-xi) + (l-eij)x1 xj + aijxixj+(l-eij)xj(l-xj)]
Dij<O

E E xix.Dij
+ t<J Dijaij[ii+Xj-lJ=f ciii + i(j
J
Dij)Q

- f cixi

+ t<J

Dij

ii=ij-1

which is the primal objective value of MIP with x _ i fixed.

This

completes the proof.
Observe that the Benders' cut derived from this solution is
(3.29a)
or

Recall from the beginning of this section that each Benders' cut
(3.6) is computed within the framework of an implicit enumeration

+

-

scheme at a given node N defined by I , I , and I

f

representing,

respectively, the index sets of x-variables fixed at one, fixed at
zero, and free.

Further recall that each Benders' cut generated from

some binary vector

x is

used for computing bounds and conducting

logical tests on only that partial solution vector from which it was
generated.

Thus, in selecting from amongst the alternate optimal dual
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solutions for deriving a strong cut from the viewpoint of bound
computations, we set

and

1

if i e: I + , j e: I f , and x- j • 0

1

- • 0
if i e: I f , j e: I +, and xi

0

if i e: I - , j e: I f , and x-

0

- • 1
if i e: I f , j e: I , and xi

j

V(i,j),i<j, such that Dij>O

• 1

1
1

if i e: I , j e: I f , and x- j • 0

0

if i

- • 1
e: I f , j e: I + , and xi

0

- • 0
if i e: I f , j e: I , and xi

V(i,j),i<j, such that Dij<O

For the indice pairs (i,j) e: I f , i < j, with Dij

>0

- + xj
- • 1,
and xi

f

we set eij • 1 while for the indice pairs (i,j) e: I , i < j, with
Dij < 0 and either (i) ii + ij • 0 or (ii) ii + ij • 2, we set
eij • 1/2 in order to evenly divide the penalty of Dij between the
coefficients of the variables xi and xj in the cut.

For the remaining

indice pairs (i,j), i < j, the Benders' cut is unaffected by the value
of eij and hence eij may be considered to be arbitrarily fixed in the
interval [O,l].

As

a concluding remark, we note that the parameters

eij defined as above for (i,j) e: I
accommodate the specific set
3.4.

f

may be suitably adjusted to

x.

Computational Experience
In this section, we provide computational experience for solving

Problem QP via Problem MIP.

One principal objective here, in view of
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the experience of Bazaraa and Sherali [5] and McBride and Yormark [23],
is to demonstrate how the additional strength lent to the continuous
relaxation by constraints (2.1) and (2.2) computationally benefits the
solution procedures.

Toward this end, we compare the performances of

Problems MIP and MIPl formulated in Section 3.2 over a set of test
problems.
In selecting test problems for this computational study, we chose
set covering type of constraints to represent the set X.
for this is twofold.

The reason

Firstly, constraints of this type arise in an

important application, namely, the dynamic set covering type of
problem, which seeks a sequence of facility relocations over time.
(See Chrissis et al. [9].)

Secondly, as pointed out in Section 3.2,

this choice lends only moderate additional strength to the
linearization, and hence the results would be indicative of what one
might expect in no better than just an average situation.

(Note that

for a set covering constraint set X, the constraints (2.1) do not
appear in Problem MIP and further, for each index pair (j,t) such that

G j = l, the right-hand inequality of (2.2) is implied by (2.6).
. t
addition, the right-hand inequality in (3.1) may be trivially
omitted.)

In

Thus, one should bear in mind that the results presented

herein exhibit in a relatively modest fashion the strength of the
continuous relaxation, Problem MIP, of Problem MIP.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 present results for a set of test problems.
The runs were designed to demonstrate the relative performances of
Problems MIP and MIPl as a function of the problem size and the
density of

x.

In Table 4.1, the objective coefficients Dij were
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Table 4.1
Problem

x

Positive Dij and Negative ci Coefficient Problems •
v(QP)

.vcm>

TLP

TT

5
!!
1058

5.43

5.51

rl

or

v(Miit)
lMIP
lMIPl
2MIP
2MIP1
3KIP
3MIP1
4KIP
4KIP1
SHIP
*5MIPl
6KIP
*6MIP1
7MIP
7MIP1
8MIP
8MIP1
9MIP

*9MIP1

(10,30)

(10,50)

(10, 70)

(25,30)

(25,50)

(25,70)

(25,30)

(25,50)

(25, 70)

159

-258

-669

556

29

-258

ll

-317

-631

157.92

16

0

-441.60

3154

4

In!'

1.12

7.ll

-490.72

1068

11

m

202

14.39

21.43

-1457.36

22572

13

ID3"

1998

2.96

68.27

-1708.10

37838

21

nm

509

27.49

290.28

-3289.25

172746

61

665

5.92

821.17

553.08

16

0

9.60

9.79

-510.44

14388

12

1.25

24.53

-23.98

106

0

25.81

27. 71

-1761.60

)383000

3.31

)1200

-375.ll

366

52.40

62. 77

-2110.10

)214000

6.27

)1200

-17.99

60

0

21
1ra'

ll.00

11.58

-530.12

2008

11

294

1.31

6.31

-soo.os

5170

14

29.89

64.85

-1588.05

22674

36

3.33

96.58

-1981.55

40794

32

280
ITrS'
901
m1f
460
!!Sb

55.35

403.30

-2850.35

)160000

6.10

>1200

5

~

5

rr
2230
nrr
45

TI"
165

'l'Z;S'

~

*Failed to solve the problem in a 1200 cpu second time limit.
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Table 4.2 Poaitive Dij and ci Coefficient Problems.
Problem

x

v(QP)

v(m)

r,

or

TLP

TT

8
!'J
233

15.26

15.91

v(iffi')

lMIP"
lMIPl
2MIP
*2HIP1
3HIP
*3MIP1
4HIP
4HIP1
SHIP
5MIP1
6MIP
6MIPl

(40,30)

- (40,SO)

21'5

3956

(40, 70)

3559

(40,30)

1265

(40,SO)

(40, 70)

1833

1312

2141.07

24

0

411.13

564

0

n%'

1.51

5.36

3890.10

50

0

15
3'9'

40.77

42.20

993.19

)52000

3.69

)1200

3547.47

34

75.33

76.51

757.68

)94000

6.54

>1200

1265

0

0

12.26

12.33

313.90

1210

0

596

1.39

12.38

1757.61

54

0

n;

25

40.11

43.23

385.35

61390

0

mu

26045

3.64

608.SS

1288.73

14

0

n

7

11.22

78.68

397.80

2130

0

Tm"

1063

6.54

196.79

14

0

JO'

m

*railed to solve the problem in a 1200 cpu second ~ima limit.
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generated as Dij • fij + f ji V(i,j), i

< j,

where the fij coefficients

were generated uniformly on the interval [0,25], V(i,j).

In order to

ensure that the quadratic terms dominate the linear terms, the ci
coefficients were generated uniformly on the interval [-2.5(m-l),O] Vi.
The connotation of the heading titles in Table 4.1 is as follows.

Nine

problem runs are presented, each problem being solved via either MIP or
MIPl as indicated in the first column.

The first six problems have a

density of 0.1 for the set X, and the last three have a density of
0.25.

(After generating X, it was ensured that each row had at least

t-wo nonzero entries.

No special set covering logical tests were used.)

The column X gives the number of rows and variables in the set covering
constraint set X; v(QP) gives the optimal integer value; v(MIP) or
v{MIPl) gives the linear programming objective value of the dual to
MIP or MIPl, as the case may be, upon termination of the subgradient

~

~~

optimization scheme;

~

denotes the number of nodes enumerated in the

implicit enumeration procedure;

11E gives the number of times the

incumbent was (further) improved by virtue of the local explorations at
each new incumbent; rF gives a ratio p/q, with q : the number of times
the linear program (3.9) was solved for bound computations, and with
p : the number of times this bound fathomed the corresponding node; TLP
denotes the time in cpu seconds to obtain the strongest surrogate
constraint (3.2); and TT gives the total execution time in cpu seconds
to solve Problem QP.

The coding was done in Fortran IV and all

problems were run in batch mode at roughly the same load on an IBM 3081
Series D24 Group K computer, using the Fortran H extended compiler on
optimization level 2.
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Observe that in all cases, the time for the implicit enumeration
phase (beyond the linear programming effort to obtain (3.2)) was
considerably less for MIP than for M1Pl.

The number of nodes

enumerated (nN) gives the same type of indication.

Moreover, for the

first six (lower-density) problems, the total execution time for
solving Problem QP via Problem MIP was significantly smaller than the
total execution time when Problem MIPl was used, with the difference
increasing dramatically with problem size.
problems do have densities less than 0.1.

Note that most real-world
For the high density

problems 7, 8, and 9, by the nature of the set covering constraints,
the additional strength lent to MIP over MIPl by constraints (2.1) and
(2.2) is somewhat smaller, and the overall benefits derived from MIP
over MIPl do not manifest themselves until the problem size increases
sufficiently, a1though the total number of nodes enumerated is always
significantly smaller for MIP.
We also attempted to evaluate the benefits of the other strategies
employed in the algorithm.

For example, when the Benders' cuts of

Subsection 3.3.3 were not used in the algorithm in coordination with
the strongest surrogate Benders' cut, then while problem runs lMIP,
lMIPl, and 2MIP remained almost unaffected, the runs 2MIP1, 3MIP, and
3MIP1 did not terminate within a 1200 cpu second time limit.
Futhermore, the local exploration step proved worthwhile because of the
frequency with which improved incumbent solutions were discovered.
These local explorations helped in reducing the sensitivity of the
algorithm with respect to whether a breadth-first or depth-first
approach was adopted.

(We made our runs with a combination of the two
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approaches, permitting a maximum of two

acti~e

nodes.)

Also, the

linear programming bound (3.9) enhanced the performance when computed
at judiciously chosen nodes as indicated in Section 3.3.

In general,

the tighter the linearization, the more beneficial was the computation
of this bound.

As a matter of interest, we also generated positive cost
coefficient problems with the Dij coefficients being generated as for
Table 4.1, and with the ci coefficients generated uniformly on the
interval [O, 2.S(m-1)).

Table 4.2 gives the results.

Note that with

positive cost coefficients, an optimal solution is a prime cover, and
due to its resemblance to set covering problems, these problems turn
out to be relatively easier to solve.

Consequently, the problem size

needs to increase sufficiently before the benefits of the stronger
linearization become clear.

We note here that since an optimal

solution to each of these problems is a prime cover, the local
explorations do not assist by discovering new incumbent solutions as a
result of the nature of the implicit enumeration scheme.

Problems 1,

2, and 3 have a density of 0.05 for the set X and Problems 4, 5, and 6
have a density of 0.1.

As before, a smaller density magnifies the

relative worth of the stronger linearization, and in any case, the
number of nodes generated using MIP are significantly fewer than those
generated via MIPl.
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